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Malice' Toward None-- With Charity

tor All-- And Mth Firmness

ROY, MORA COUNTY. NEW MEXICO. SATURDAY,

Paul Tyler Shot

Democratic Rally Union Co

Paul Tyler was shot and fatally, wounded by Oscar Kidd at
the home of the victim in Roy
Wednesday morning, and died
in the Hospital at Dawson, Thurs
day morning at 4:20 after an op
eration performed as a last resort
in an attempt to save his life.

The Democratic Rally Tues
day evening filled the Odd Fel
lows Hall in Roy with an inter
ested and enthusiastic audience
toliscen to a scholarly and time
ly address on the issues of the
current Campaign by Lieut. Gov.
E.C. De Baca.
J. Floershiem County Committeeman presided.and A. S. Han-owith the violin and Miss
Gough at the piano su pplied the
music. A chorus of young ladies
greeted the audience with"DixieM
and closed the meeting with

This tragedy, which has snuffed
out one young life and ruined
two others has cast a shadow
over the community and smirched the fair name of our town and
we can but regret its occurrance.
The circumstances leading up
"America".'
to this affair have been but little
The introductory speakers
known but domestic trouble bewere Irviu Ogden, of Roy Hons.
tween Paul Tyler and his wife in Serapio
Miera and G. C. Smith
which Oscar Kidd was said to
of Clayton, all canidates for the
have been involved,- was said to Legislature.Each spoke briefly
be at the bottom of it.
and commended the absent cani
Itseems that Mr; Kidd and his daU from Mora Co., Jesus M.
friend Bert Jay had been ordered Pacheco who is well and favorabto stay away from the Hotel ly known in Union County.
"
some days before on account of
We wish we might reproduce
previous trouble, but they went the speech of tha Lieut. Governto the house Wednesday morn- or in print for the benefit of our
ing and demanded their clothes readers who were absent but this
which were in an upstairs room. is impossible.
of the
Samuel Tyler-fathe- r
While there is little political
victim, went up after théir cloth- sentiment in this end of the Co.
es and during his absence Paul that is not with Govenor Mc
Tyler came out and ordered them Donald and the fact that only
to leave the premises. An alter- the elction of mémbers for the
cation ensued and both men drew legislature who will uphold him,
guns. Kidd shot twice with a38 which means that Democrats
calibre Colt's Automatic; One pledged to his support are the
bullet taking effect in the abdo- only safe men to vote for, still
men and the other in the should- this meeting did a lot of good.
er of his victim. Tyler shot Our town and people were the
after his assailants as they ran subject of many commendatory
but missed.
remarks and some genuine surAnprize on the part of our distinguThe fugitives ran to the
hid
shop
and
ished visitors.
derson Machine
reigned
a
for
pandemonium
brothers
and
A fine baby girl was born to
time. The father
of the wounded man armed them- Mr. and Mrs. P. A. Bruce Sunselves and attempted to wreak day morning, Oct. 11.
summary vengeance but were
disarmed and persuaded to let Sheriff. F. M. Hughes at Solano,
the law take its course. ;
who with E. J. H. Roy as guard
The young men remained con- started at once for Mora with
cealed in the machine shop for a them.
couple of hours until a warrant
A rumor reached the town
by
wan
issued
arrest
Thursday
morning of trouble on
for their
Judge Poster who went in and the way but careful investigation
1
- J1Í
talKea witn tnera persuaaing proved it to be unfounded and
them to surrender on a promise they were safely landed in jail at
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rrkfrtfAnt.ifn. A r.tine? Constable
John O. Gallegos made the arrest
and disarmed them. They waived examination and were com
mitted to jail without bona to
action by the Grand Jury.
10 escape yussiuit? anjcuiyu an
vengeance from the relatives of

Mora.

Mrs. L. C. Farmer was in
from her claim in La Cinta Canyon this week to make proof on
her claim, She has been In charge
of the Tyler Hotel during their
absence and bereavement,
Funeral services were held
Thursday at one o'prisoners
Dawson
boy
at
the
the murdeded
were taken out the back way in clock and interment made in the
a-w-

Dawson Cemetry.

'

A delegation of Democratic
politicians from Union County
drove in from Clayton Tuesday
in autos to meet Lieut. Governor
deBaca and the State Gnme War
den at Roy and accompanied
them on a trip through Union
County this week. The party
consisted of Florencio C. de Baca
Deputy Treas., J. J. Duran
Cleak of the Court, Salome Gar
cia, Ohm. County Commission
ers, Eliseo Martinez, Jacobo
Pacheca, brother to our candidate
for the legislature, G. C. Smith,
candidate for the Legislature,
Serapio Miera, and Mr. South- ers, editor of t'ie Clayton News
They were a fine bunch of men
as ever visited Roy and a credit
to Union County and the state.
Messrs. Srapio Miera and
G. C. Smith who will undoubted
ly be Union County's Representatives in the next - legislature
were accorded places on the pro
gram at the rally ana spoke
earnestly for support of Gover
or Mc Donald by the election of
a State legislature m sympathy
with him and his measures.
The party left for Albert Wednesday morning where they had
a meeting and from there scattered all over Union County to meet
at Clayton Saturday for a rousing
Democratic meeting. The spirit
of the Declaration of Independence is upon the people this year
and it will mean emancipation

The public schools of Roy
met for the first time in the assembly room in the new School
building Tuesday afternoon to
greet Lieut. Gov. E. C. De Baca
and Game WardenrTrínidad C.
De Baca' who addressed them.
Both gentlemen commended the
schools very highly and felicitated with foe children in their educational advantages. The Lieut,
Gov, warned the boys that the
law of life is the survival of the
fittest and that if they allowed a
majority of girls to graduated
from the schools thy might expect that women would 'in time
rule the nation as they have ever
ruled the home. Trinidad told
them of the time when he herded
cattle and sheep over the very
site of the splendid new school
house not so many years ago and
compared his own advantages
for getting an education with
theirs adding an ernest plea that
they maké the most of their opp-

ortunities.

It was

an interesting

meeting and left both pupils and
guests with much to think about.

Trinidad C. De Baca, Game
Warden, came in with the editor
from Las Vegas Sunday in his
car. It was a fine trip save that
the lights went out and we had to
drive the last twenty miles in
the dark. He met his uncle, the
Hon. Nester De Baca, Treasure
County, here and took
from the tyrannies of the past. of Unuion
him out to Carrizo Monday, returning in time to help get ready
Last Friday the 500 club was for the Democratic,. Rally Tues
entertained by Mrs. W. H. Will-co- day evening.
The ladies never spent a
more enjoyable afternoon, in
spite of the severe wind storm of
Mrs. F. A Roy entertained
Friday every member was pres- the EmbroiderrCtab Monday of
ent. The ladies were pleased to this week. It w!4H,impromptu
have Mrs. Collins with them
affair given to fill in a break m
best
lady
tried
her
Each
the regular arrangements and in
and
score
highest
to obtain the
honor of .her mother, Mrs. Mc.
Mrs. Gene Roy won the race by Minimy who leaves Friday for
holding the highest score. Mrs her home in Kansas. The iaem- Frank Roy held the lowest. Our bershib of the Club was nearly
worthy hostess served a delight- all present en this occasion and
ful luncheon which was heartily the usual prandial spread was
enjoyed.
The guests present enjoyed.
were Mrs. McMinimy and Miss
Maud Higgins. The next meet"The Developer" is the name
ing of the 500 club will take place
at the home of Mrs. Frank Roy. of the new newspaper at Mills
and H. B. Albertson, late of Lan- Friday 23rd
gdon, Kansas is the founder and
very tidy
Able Madrid of Roy has been editor. It presents a
nd will be a potent
appointed Depuly Sheriff for this appearence
developementof the
precinct recently. We are glad tactor in the
town. Here's the
to note this fact as we have need mesa and its
Spanish-Ame- r
ed an officer here at times. He is glad P" from the
all light fór the place we believe ican;
x.
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SPANISH-AMERICA-

By GERTRUDE STEVENSON

t

"Why, yes," came the quick re
sponse, as Mary's puzzled, eyes
searched his 'for a reason for the
strange question. Then she added:
"You've been mighty good to me, Dan."
"How would you like to go and Uve
in the country, Mary?"
Glad surprise filled the woman's
eyes. Her thin cheeks flushed as she
clasped her. hands excitedly.
"Oh, Dan, you. know I'd like tt.
You're awfully good, father. I knew
you'd back down and give In. This
í
is no place for us." .
"You leavé me out of the question."
And to his credit the man became
.';
shamefaced.
I can't leave you out of the question," she protested quickly, not an
inkling of her husband's real meaning
having entered her head. In her per
fect love and loyalty she was impervious to any hint of neglect or disloyalty from him. Had she known his
thoughts her first care would have
been to soothe him as one . whose
brain, overtaxed with affairs beyond
her understanding, had suddenly
clouded.
For an Instant the man was silent
His face was turned from hers and he
was looking out the doorway through
which the stately figure of Katherlne
Strickland had just passed and through
which he hoped to walk some
'.

Illustrations from Photographs of the Stage Production
Oopyrfctt, 1311 CPnbUcatloB Blgtta Beeerred) by Dt14 Befe,

SYNOPSIS.'
Daniel Slade suddenly advances from a
penniless miner to a millionaire and becomes a power In the political and business world. He has his eye on the goverg
wife
nor's chair. Ills simple,
falls to rise to the new conditions. Slade
meets Katherlne, daughter of Senator
Strickland, and sees In her all that Mary
Is not. Wesley Merrltt, 'editor of a local
paper threatens to fight Slade through
the columns of his paper and Slade defies
home-lovin-

him.

Continued.

CHAPTER III

Suddenly Blade's eyes lighted with
the flre of decision His mouth became a firm, straight line of determination. There was something Implacable and grim In his very attitude
as the reeolve to win Katherlne Strickland became fixed In his mind. He
longed to hurry after her to tell her
of his decision to fight. If pot. with,
then for her. He was eager to show
her Just how much they, two together
could make out of life, a big, fine fight
for position and power.
was left In the distance as plan after
plan raced through his mind, of greater
conquests ,and bigger achievements,
possible only with a woman like Katherlne Strickland for his wife. So absorbed and intense were his thoughts
of the future with her for the moment
he forgot completely, the woman who
for 30 years had kept her place as his
wife. In all his dealings he had never
considered obstacles, except to sweep
them .from his path. As he remem
bered the present and Mary, he never
hesitated or faltered from his newly
'
" ," '".' '
made resolution.
r:
'
Mary could go it alone. líe would
see that she had everything that
noney could buy. He would maké her
comfortable and táké care of hen That
y

'

.

entered his mind. Always ruthless In
his methods,' he was equally cruel even
when the obstacle to his advancement
was a fragile little woman who had
given him the best of her love and
years and who would gladly have laid
down her life to save his.
"ft was not aa if a Budden flame of
Intensive, overwhelming love for Katherlne" Strickland had' surged through
Mb neart it was nommg as aecem
am

mm

A
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whole attitude toward the girl was
acquisition. He
one of
had determined to have her just as he
had determined only last week to out-.bld every other man at the rug auc
take a place
tion. He wanted her to
UAM
l
II. Decauae ne .naew yuai.. uer
m tnis me
value would be to him.
In spite of the fact that he criticized
hla wife's lack of social graces, he
tVi a t Via WAR
wram miau orinn o) in
himself.
product
finished
a
far from
In spite of himself, traces of the par
venu occasionally showed through the
veneer of bluff and arrogance. With
a wife like Katherlne he would soon
oome to know all the fine points of the
uviui game.
I
cold-bloode-

I

1

d

1

1
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CHAPTER IV.
filado wanted Katherlne Strickland
for his wife much the same as he
would have desired a wealthy, clever,
Influential man for-- partner. It was
to be a union of ambition. There was
to tenderness in hla thoughts of her.
He was actuate é purely and simply by
the lust for power and. the greed of
glory. All the softer, better things In
Uve man's nature were swamped by
,blB torrent .of craving for worldly uca

ees.'

'

Erca whea be wu a boy Dan Slade

had always set hie teeth at "You can't
do it," or "It can't be done." The very
difficulty of a, thing strengthened his
determination to do. All his life long
his success had been punctuated by
the ruin of other men. He had not
advanced so far without pushing other
men back. Now that a woman Instead
of a man stood In the way, the result
was the same. Hie methods might be
quieter, more merciful, but the answer
would be the same. Mary's sterling
worth, her long years of devotion and
Bweet tenderness counted for nothing
once he became convinced that Mary's
dowdiness, her standpat policy and her
arrested development were stop-gap- s
in his own opportunity for progression. He ignored the fact that the litpatient woman was as
tle brown-eyed- ,
much a part of him as were his eyes
or his arms or any other very essen
tial part of his being.
It tfas at just this point in Slade's
pitiless reasoning that Mary, peering
over the baluster and seeing him
alone, hurried down the stairs.
"Thank goodness, they've gone," she
declared as she came into the room.
Then seeing the numerous side lights
burning she hastened to turn one
after the other down to a glimmer.
"I'm so glad you're not going out," she
went on, coming over to him and rub
bing her cheek against his sleeve. The
little movement was a pathetically
mute appeal for some caress. "What'd
they say?" sha asked, suddenly, as
she realized that her tender yearning
"i
A
met with no response.
But her husband was In no communicative frame of mind.
;
"You're not mad with me, are yer?"
she questioned, wistfully, very much
like an eager child who has' been re.'
pressed
"No," Slade replied, briefly and without much Interest.
Mary breathed a quick sigh of relief.
"Ah, then, we'll have a nice, quiet,
pleasant evening," she declared, adding coaxingly: "Let's go, upstairs and
have a game of euchre. We haven't
played for ever so long.",
Slade looked at her, his eyes drawn
into a deep frown. It was true he
wasn't angry with her, but he was
angry at the thwarting circumstances
that were hemming him in.' Her very
manner irritated him now her quiet
contentment, her, calm acceptance of
her failure to meet his guests and fill
her place as mistress of his home maddened him. He was all the more determined to fight for something else
to begin his campaign for a governorship and' another woman that moment
"You can amuse yourself after I'm
gone," he answered" over his shoulder.
"Then you are going out?" Mary's
voice echoed the disappointment she
felt,
. "Yes." .. Slade continued to be monosyllabic. "But I want to': have a talk
with you. Mary we've got to come
to some understanding."
"Why, what?" Mary began, and
then stopped. For the first time she
noticed his changed manner and his
averted eyes. She started to fumble
with her workbaskét.
,
"I can't put it off any longer. I
er " Slade stopped short He was
finding this attempts at an "understanding" much more
difficult than he
'
v
had anticipated.
"What is It you're trying to say,
Dan?" Mary's voice was firmer than
his. "What's in your mind? You keep
hinting at something lately and you
never finish it What is tt?"
"You're a rich woman in your own
name) Mary. Are you satisfied with
what I've settled on you?"
."

,

-

-

:

day-gov- ernor.

"I I wouldn't go with you, Mary,"
he finally turned and looked her
squafely in the eyes.
"Why where would you be? Where
would you live? Where would you?"
She stopped and then finished. "Pshaw.
V
That's all foolishness, Dan."
His
now.
was
"Mary.", Slade
firmer
Mary
finality,
ring
of
a
had
but
voice
didn't understand. "I can't go on apologizing "for you eternally! You can't
have a headache every night! I must
either have a wife who can be the,
head, of my household or none."
Into the woman's heart there leaped
a sharp fear, followed by the childish
idea that perhaps, because she wouldn't
go to the opera, she was to be punished sent away alone until; she was
" ..
'''''
forgiven:
"You're tired of me," she suggested.
"If that were true and you filled the
bill, we could put up with each other,"
he returned brutally, "but It Isn't
VDon.'t you .love me?" she half
"
breathed the question" timidly.
For a brief instant something caught
at Slade's heart and tugged and tugged.
He turned with a look of Infinite tenderness and said, simply: "Yob, Mary,
I do.'" Hla tone was genuine and sin'
'
'"
cere. ':r-iMary laughed a little, happy laugh.
At the sound Slade's' mood changed
like a flash. It grated on his already
overwrought nerves. It 6eemed to dismiss the controversy, to end the arguof the
ment, to ring the death-kneto
come
him.
The
had
dream that
careless way in which she apparently
dropped the discussion of going away
nettled him. Prompted by a sudden
Impulse, he snatched her workbasket
from her lap and flung it the full
length of the room. "D --n that basket!" he exclaimed. "Can't I ever see
you without It?"
"Dan!" Mary's gasp of amazement
was the only sound in the room. It
was the first' time he had ever been
harsh with her. She shrank back hurt
and frightened? "Why, good Lord,
Dan, you never did that before."
Then, with' quiet dignity, she began
to pick up the basket, the hated darning cotton, the needles and scissors,
and the little worn thimble. Slade,
watching her slight, stooping figure,
ought to have been ashamed, but hie
anger was flaming hot and he didn't
as much as offer to help.
' Mary's mood changed, too
.
"I believe you're doing It to get your
own way," she sputtered, "but you
ain't going to get Jt. I've got as much
right to my life as you've got to yours."
As she came up to him, be stood
grim and silent, suddenly determined
that If she wouldn't go he would. If
6he refused his offer of a borne in the
country, then she could have this great
house to herself and be' would live at
;
the club.
"There ain't anything you could ask
:

'

':

s'

ll

,

.

:

of me I wouldn't do except " Mary'a
troubled face was looking into his,
"Except what I ask," he finished, sarcastically, and hurried from the room,
curtly ordered his dressing bag packed
and tViATi Vint In hanri hla nvarnnat on
ms arm, came oaca into me room.
"Did it ever occur to you, Mary, that
you're a mulé?" he asked.. "You're
sweet and good tempered and amiable
but you'd have given the mule that
came out of Noah's ark points on bow
to be stubborn." '
;uow oiien nave '' lauea you u
these years, Dau?" J
"You're falling me now. You wont
look at things with my eyes."
"We're not one person, we're two
Dan," she reminded him, quietly.
"Well, that's the trouble, we ought
to be one. That's Just what I'm getting at We ought to be of one mind."
"Whose? Yours?" and Mary's sweet
mouth puckered into a very little
-

smile.

"I'm done," Slade decided, hope'
lessly.
"I can remember the time when you,
would have thought that was cunning," she reproached him.
"I'm going to my club, Mary," he
announced, disregarding her 'playful
attempt to smooth things over.
Mary gazed at him,' bewilderedv by
.

U1D

B W

lit

uu.t
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VUOUgOD

his attitude, almost angry because he
was so unreasonable.
Then love came rushing up Into her
heart After all he was her Dan. What
did this crossness or his nervousness
matter? She went' up to him, pulled
hie scarf, a bit closer round his throat
and as he turned away with a muttered word, waited patiently. Then,
laying her hand on his arm such
thin little hand, wjth his wedding ring
"Shall
hanging loosely on
I wait up for you?"
Slade's face worked convulsively.
She didn't understand, poor little etraL
He was going away for góod, for all
time, and she was asking if she would
wait up for him.. ' More than once before she had asked that question of
lips, carries with it unspoken; tender
pleading.,,. , For a 'Bpace he was, torn
with emotions he could not define, had
hardly expected himself to feel. Some.

thing bade him turn back, upon Ambition and pride and clasp into his arms
this little woman who had worked for
him, with him, who had had faith In
him when he was poor, and who had
him that he might rise to his present
position. ' ;
But he struggled against the feeling,
fought it back and conquered.; '
"No, don't wait up for me,"
. "All right," Mary agreed. ."J wont,
if you don't want me to," and then,
with a roguish smile, "but I will wait .
up for you all the same."
,
Slade was touched, but he stiffened
his shoulders. Wealth he had won,
honors he meant to have and;. Katherlne Strickland.
"Good-nighMary," he called, coldly,
'
as he hurried out of the room.
Left alone, Mary stood watching
him, a forlorn little figure.
"Why, he didn't kiss me." She hurried to the door. "Dan, you forgot
something, Dan!"
Slade, hastening to the door, halted,
hesitated, turned back.
"You come right back here an4 kiss
me," Mary demanded, affectionately.
"Such didoes; You kiss me." She
raised her facé for the kiss she thought
was "good-night- "
and which he meant!
Slade stooped and laid
as "good-by.his lips on hers, gently, revérently,
then hurried out, almost as if he were
afraid to stay a minute longer.
"Such didoes," ;Mary laughed to herself. She looked around the great
empty room. It suddenly struck her
that she had never really been happy
in this room. Iliches, had proved a
burden rather than a pleasure. They
had rotbed her of Dan's devotion, his
confidence, his ga'sty. She hastened
to turn out the lights, shuddering as
she did so. 6he grabbed her work-baskfrom the table and suddenly,
overcome with fright in the great
silent shadowy room, fled to the lighted
hail,, calling: "Susie, Suele"
tfO BE CONTINUED.)
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3
STRAYED OR STOLEN:
mares branded W
bn right leg.
1 mare branded J right side.
3 black mares branded
1 blue mare
8 colts
The Editor of the Spanish-Americareturned Sunday from 1 bay horse two years old all
a tour of the West end of the Co- unbrunded
3iu.w rewara for their return
unty in the interest of the
to
Sess Malauff,
cratic Campaign. We traveled for
De Haven, New Mexico.
a week in company with Lieut.
Governor E. C. De Baca, Game
AVISO
Warden Trinidad C. De Baca
3 lleguas fierro W en la pierna
Central Committeeman Eugenio
Romero and oar colleague in the y en la espaldia derecha.
1 fierro
en el lado derecho.
campaign for Representatives,
3
vestias
prietas
lierroGG
Jesus M. Pacheco. We came in
1
Cabollo
2
de
años
fierro B.
Trinidad's car from Las. Vegas
1 llegua azul y 8 potrillos
meetings
in
after haviner- held
1 Caballo Calorado de dos anos
Wagón Mound, Ocate, Mora.
no tiene fierro. Se pagaron diez
Chacon, Savoya and Watrous.
yesos.de
Recompensa a apersAll the meetings were attended
que
de una información
ona
by large and interested audiences and a social dance was cierta de dichos animales.
Jess Malauff '
after some of them.
De Haven, N.M.
We are more than pleased
with our reception among the
people of the West end of the Mrs. Me Minimy left Friday for
county. Every where we went her home in Kansas, Mrs. Roy
we found abundant evidence that accompanied her to French and
the people understood the issues Raw her safely on thetrain there.
that they
of the campaign
The old Anderson threshing
were tired of old conditions- - and
welcomed the prospect of better machine was put in commission
week after being thoroughly
times ahead. The people are wak- last
ing up from the lethargy that has rebuilt and is ,dong fine work.
They have been in the country
made possible the old regime of
tyranny and there are few now south of town this week, and
getting a lot of the "Watchful
who trv to justify themselves bewaiting" ones threshed out.
ing republicans in order to avoid
There will still be several weeks
7
persecution.
threshing to do for all three
H. M, Brown, who has been machines and the wheat yield is
our popular R. R. Agt. here for still exceeding all estimates.
some time loaded his household
effects into a car .Tuesday and Miss Myrtle Palmer arrived in
left for Ancho, N. M. where he Roy Jate Friday evening. She
has been awarded a station at an missed the train at French and
altitude where he hopes his fam- came dowd in a car.
.
ily may be better adapted. He
has been a very satisfactory man J. J. Cox purchased three town
here and friends regret his leav- lots between the Telephone Office
ing
and the Christian Church from J
'
Mr. H. M. Henspn, of
N Nutter this week and will soon
came Tuesday, and check- build a residence on them. They
ed in to take the position of Agent are desirable property and it will
at Roy. He has a very interesting add much to ihe appearance of
family which arrived Wednesday our street. '
V
appearance
is all to the
and his
good. We welcome him to a job
John Sheahan, of Springer,
where all his predecessors have drove out 200 head of neat cattle
Friday which he purchased from
been popular and prominent
aid h)'e ha wll likY the H. Goodman and will pasture on
his ranch near Springea this
place.
winter.
The New Mexico State Journal
has at last appeared. It was herLevinus De Smet was down
alded as a big whirlwind of a dai
from his ranch oh the Chico
ly but it gets in as a big weekly.
Friday to meet T. E. Mitchell
Its mission is to sing the swan who drove in from
his Albert
song of Stand-Pa- t
Republicanism
ranch in his new,Buick to meet
in New Mexico and its news mat- him.
i
ter is complied (and duly credited
withal) from the rural press of the We
apologise for the absence of
state. It should be interesting many news items
that are not Jn
at least to those who do not get it thii issue. This has
been a
in exchanges beforehand. ' A
strenuous week and much has
been left undone.
7
Joe Turner is the new man at
Real Secret of Life.
the Palace Bar. Ben Patton has The secret of life is not to do what
one likes, but to try to like that which
resigned and' is taking a vacation one
has to

PERSONAL andt
LOCAL

three-year-ol-
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Looked Weathered.
"Fresh Paint," eaid a sign on the
front of a big building entrance. A
passing pedestrian who glanced at it
and at a girl of very fashionable complexion standing Just under it, remarked: "It may be fresh, but It looks
to me as if she had had it on over

Everbody Reads
THE JOURNAL
Why? Because it Prints
Today's News Today
and Lots of it. And because it is independent
in politics and wears the
collar of no political par-

alghf

Frequently Very Much So.
cannot admire will in general,
because the essence of will is that it
Is peculiar. Chesterton.
You

Worth Knowing.
There are 315 ways of changing a
quarter of a dollar. The pieces used
are the
piece, ten-cepiece,
five-cepiece, three-cen- t
piece and
piece. To make all these
the one-cechanges without using the same coin
twice would require 1,223 one-cepieces, 614 twos, 378 threes, 184 fives.,
69 tens and nine twenties, making

ty.

20-ce- nt

60 cts.

A

MONTH

nt

nt

BY MAIL
-

r-

nt

Albuquerque
Morning Journal

2,-6-

piecesworth

$53.75.

Teasing Him.
Musician "What's the1 rent of this
room, including the use of the piano?"
Mrs. Fred Sisson is assisting Landlady "I can't say offhand. You
Mrs. Watson in the Commercial must play me something first."

Hotel this week. Mr. Sisson ha
been with the threshers this fall
but they will live in town this

winter.

Notice to the Public
On account'of the heavy movement
of grain and other crops, the railroad

companies traversing this state urge
the necessity of all shipper expediting
the movement of same by prompt releasing of cars at destination, and the
loading of ail cars to their maximum
capacity In order to prevent a scarcity
of cars for shipment of crops and

Old College Days.

In an article in the Dial somethlnf
Is said of the earlier days of American
scholarship and the pursuit of learning
under difficulties. In Harvard's first
building, it. is stated, not even tne most
rudimentary of table equipment was
B'plied. "Each student carried his
own knife and fork when he went to
dinner, and after he had finished he
wiped them on the tablecloth."

Cutting of Timber on
Homesteads
'

other freight.
All shippers will be rendering

a com-

mendable public service by complying
with the desires of the railroad companies in this respect and this Commission would urgo that this be done in
every instance possible. On account
of the war situation and the blockading of exports at water terminals
manv cars are tle up for extensive
periods, and those in service between
inland points are urged tó be released
promptly, and loadsd to capacity.
STATE CORPORATION COMMIS,
SION.
y
Santa Fe N.M. August 13 1914.

Under the Act of congress of June 3
and Mar. 3, 1891, Settlers are entitled to procure not to exceed $50.00
worth of timber Stumpage value-- in
any one year, without the necessity
of filing application therefor, though
notice of intention to procure shonld
be filed in this office, copies of forms
of such notice ar supplied free by this
Where mbre than $50.00 worth of timber is desired application should be
1878

made to

this

office.

Theo N, Espe,
Chief of Santa Fe Field Division.
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ALDOQUERQUE

EVEHINB HERALD

Néws of the World by Associated Press Leased Wire.
.

News of New Mexico and Eastern Arizona by Special Corre-

spondents.
Dally Stock Market Quotations, Including Cattle, Sheep, Hogs,

flay and Grain.

FAIR IN POLITICS; DEMOCRATIC IN PRINCIPLE.

-

!

do; and one does

It In time.

ALL 'THE HEWS TBS DAY IT

HAPrEfiS

ALL THE HEWS THE WAY IT HAPPENS

Favorable train service places the REGULAR EDITION of Cat
Albuquerque Evening Herald In most parts of the f tat ahead of
every other daily paper.

-

TIIEEVEB
ALBUQUERQUE,

50 Cents per Month

HERALD

NEW MEXICO.

- 05.00 per Year

7

THE

SfATE

FAIR AT

NEWS

OF INTEREST TO ALL
NEW MEXICO

PEOPLE

Western Newspaper tj'nlon News Servio.
DATES KOR COMING KVK.XTS
6
Oct.
State Federation of Wom13-1-

en's Clubs, Silver City.
Live Stock' and Products TCx- "positlon at Roswell.
Nov.
Meeting State Teacher'
Association at Albuquerque.

SPANISH-AMERICA-

N.

ALBUQUERQUE

TT requires good

Deserved It.
"Yesterday," said Jabson, "I refused
a poor woman a request for a small
BIG CROWD ATTENDS
STATE'S sum of money, and in consequence of
my act I passed a sleepless night.
ANNUAL EVENT.
The tones of her voice were ringing In
my ear the whole time."
"Your Boftness of heart does you
Year of Unusual Prosperity for Far.
credit,"
said Mabson. "Who was the
mera and Stockmen Shown In'
woman?"
Exhibit Department.
"My wife!" Stray Stories.

5.

Deming expects free mail delivery
soon.

Electric rates in Las Vegas have
been reduced,
Roswell's school census shows 2,300
children of school ase.
The Alamogordo fire department has
a new auto fire truck.
Pupils of the Tolar High school have
.organized an athletic club.
Taxes, in Chaves county, will ,,be
lower this year
thanin 1914..
i
The Bernalillo county grand jury
returned twenty-seveindictments.
Approximately twenty cases of
at San Marcial are reported.
Eli Caldwell, a resident of Las
Vegas for over thirty years, is dead.
Two new church buildings are going up in Capitán Catholic and Baptist.
The Eaton Cattle Company of So0
corro has been incorporated with
capital..
Rich strikes are reported from the
new mining camp three miles south
of Lordsburg.
The Deming Cottage sanatorium
will be incorporated for $50,000, ia
'
- shares of $10 each.
The high school pupils of Albuquerque this year entered a $100,000
high school building.
Farmington has shipped three cars
of honey this season. The price averaged about $2.75 per case.
The new Santa Fé Employés' Hospital at Clovis has been opened. It
cost, with equipment, over, $100,000.
Pablo Gallegos of Pojoaque exwatermelon In
hibited a
Santa Fé which he raised on his farm.
The Santa Fé Red Cross has started
a fund for the relief of European war
sufferers, and has $200 in the treasury.
The State Publishing Company has
been incorporated at Santa Fé, to
publish a new weekly paper at the
capital.
Attorney General Clancy has rendered a decision that prizes given at
card parties constitutes a Violation of
the statutes.
The Karajule Sheep Company of
Roswell has sold. 100 thoroughbred
sheep of that breed for shipment to
Nova Scotia.
Nine acres of ; potatoes in the Mo
reno valley, near Cimarron, will run
acre, a héw record
is.non
rv v v nminrls tier
for that locality.
For reckless driving, while in an
intoxicated condition, of an automobile at Silver City. M. J. Rosebore
was fined $74.75.
Luna county will be the first iu
New Mexico to have an agricultural
expert stationed in it for free consulta
tion by its farmers.
The late school census in Lincoln
county for the first time shows a pres
over
ponderance of

,

n

dip-ther-

$20,-00-
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Western Newspaper Union News Service.
Albuquerque, N. M. Exhibits, agri

cultural and livestock, race horses,
show people and citizens poured into
Albuquerque from all directions ( for
opening Monday of the thirty-fourtarfhual New Mexico state fair.
The
New Mexico fair this year promises to
break all records for attendance. The
year has been one of unusual prosperity for farmers and stockmen, and
as a result the exhibit departments
are crowded and attendance from thetf
farm and ' livestock sections wa9
V
heavy.
pre
The fair commission offered
miums aggregating $20,000 and every
one of the twenty-sicounties was
represented.
This year's program was elaborate
and included, in addition to the customary fair features, a race meeting,
as the final event of the Santa Fe
circuit, and a frontier exhibition celebration in which 200 Navajo Indians,
the best riders and ropers , in the
Southwest, and United States cavalry
men from border posts participated.
Fourteen conventions "of statewide
membership and interest were held
during fair week.
h

-
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bacco comes high. .Only the
inexpensive, sensible wrap-

ping enables, us to offer
20 Fatima Cigarettes for 15

.

fifty-poun- d

-

cents.
"Distinctively Individual"

ECZEMA BLOTCHES ON FACE

fdttjffyzuíüfacco

Newport, Ore. "I was troubled with
pimples all my life. They were the
kind that came under the skin in big
red blotches. I was kept awake night
after nght with the Itching and burning. My face was pitted. Eczejna also
affected different parts of, my body
and I would scratch till the skin was
all raw and sore.
"No external treatment did me any
good till I tried Cuticura Soap and
Ointment. The Ointment relieved the
itching the moment it was applied. I
used the Soap and Ointment steadily
for tjiree months and they healed me."
(Signed) Mrs. B. A. Tozer, June 5, '14.
Cuticura Soap 'and Ointment Bold
throughout the world. Sample of each
free.wlth 32-- Skin Book. Address postAdv.
card "Cuticura, Dept. L,

for
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Didn't Work:
Mamma What re you doing, Edi
ward?
Small Edward I'm counting. You
6aid I should count a hundred when
angry.
Mamma Yes. I believe I did.
Small Edward Well, I've codnted
over two hundred and I'm madder
than whén I started.
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A GOOD COMPLEXION
GUARANTEED.

USE Z0XA POMADE

the beauty powder compressed with healing
agents, you will never be annoyed by pimples, blackheads or facial blemishes. If
not satisfied after thirty days' trial your
dealer will exchange for 50c in other goods.
Zona has satisfied for twenty years try it
at our risk. At dealers or mailed, 50c.
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Pineapple
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Hunter Thought Deer; Killed.
Sliver City. The first victim of the
deer season in New, Mexico was Hugo
Behan, who was mistaken for a deer
by a hunter, who fired through the
underbrush, killing' him. Behan was
one of a party starting on a deer hunt.
One of the hunting party mistook Behan for a deer while proceeding
through the underbrush, and fired at
him at close range. The body was
sent to Los Angeles for burial.

picked. You can buy it sliced or crushed.

At Your Grocers
Libby, M9Neill

&

Libby

Chicago

English-American-
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Second Attempt to Burn Normal.
Silver City. A deliberate attempt
No.t Lost.
to burn the main building of the New
you 'have lost a tooth."
baby,
"Why,
Mexico Normal school was made when
I
"No,
lost It, mother. I
haven't
unknown persons poured a quantity
ZONA COMPANY. WICHITA, KANSAS
It."
swallowed
of kerosene over the rear door of the
young
building and set it afire.
A
son of J. R. Roybal, caretaker, discovered the blaze soon after it start
ed and gave the alarm. Roybal, assisted by students from the boys'
dormitory, responded and succeeded
in extinguishing the fire before it had
made much headway. This attempt
to destroy the normal was the second
within a week. Several nights ago
someone entered "a room on the
ground floor, poured kerosene about
the floor and applied a match. The
w
fire, after charring a portion of the
Tropical Hawaii, the home of the fbest Pineapple, is too
floor and the woodwork around the
distant to supply you with the fresh fruit that has ripened
window, burned itself out. Following
on the slant. If you want the delicious
the second attempt at arson students
watch on the
maintained an
Hawaiian Pineapple in all its perfection
building, working in relays. Officers
after fully ripening in the held, buy Lib by s.
The
are investigating the matter.
Yellow and mellow when harvested and
work is attributed to vandals.
pl&ced right into .the tin the day it is

Cannot Aid Church Schools.
Santa Fe. Attorney General Frank
W. Clancy handed down an opinion declaring that no public money can be
used for the support of any denomina
Sumner
Fort
for
tional school, but calling attention to
A canning plant
shipped.
Sweet
and
ordered
thé charitable institutions for which
has been
potatoes and some tomatoes will be the legislature in 1909 made appropriations. Mr. Clancy's opinion is' called
the main product this season.
ninety-siacres forth by 'a" letter of inquiry of W. C.
, Two hundred and
planted in cantaloupes and a total of Tharp of St. Vrain.
fifty-eigcars shipped is the record
T '
Murderer Escapes.
for the season just closed at Fort
S'
Sumner.
Santa Fe.R. E. Eaton, a convict
County
Ag
Otero
annual
under a sentence of forty years for
The first
exhibit
was
first
the
contest
murder from Grant county, escaped
ricultural
of its kind in the county and the ppin irom a road camp at San Marcial. A
ion of the general public is that it Teward has been offeredfor his cap.,'
J ,..
ture.
,.
V
was a success.
Spanish-American-
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to make good
cigarettes, and good to-

Oct. 19.

23-2-

to-bac-

"Nublack" and "New Rival" loaded Shotshells

Good shooters and sure shooters are Winchester " Nublack " and " New
Rival " black powder loaded jsbélls. They are strongly made and loaded
with only standard brands of powder, Bhot and wadding. Their even pattern and deep penetration make them sure game getters. You will find
nothing better. Sold everywhere. Look for the Red V a the box.,

They Are Vúiform, Highly Satisfactory loads
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Where Your Dollar Does the Most!
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Other Goods Arriving Daily.
Get Our Prices on
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FIGHTERS WITH THE BRITISH

INDIAN
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Native troops from India are being hurried to Europe to assist tne ames,
tachment to arrive, on its way to join General French s command.

DEATH IS DEFIED
a

'

FORCES
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brave, or may fight more tenaciously,
or die more willingly, but for simple
fierceness of personal appearance all
medals go to the Sikh.
He Is so fierce to look

by 'great

at that I won

CONCERNING CHANGE IN DIET
Meat Eater Must Go Somewhat Slow
When He Becomes Convert to

Vegetarianism.

es

.

'

d
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PINEAPPLE

For pineapple mousse, make a sirup
with one cupful of sugar and quarter
of a cupful of water; add gradually
the yolka of four eggs, stiffly beaten,
beating all the while.
Cook in a
double boiler until the custard begins
to thicken, then Btrain and cool, stirring occasionally.
Put two cupfula
of ehredded pineapple through a sieve
and add to the custard; lastly, fold
in two cupfula of cream, stiffly
whipped. Pack .h Ice and salt, and
let stand several hours to harden.
Another dessert for hot weather la
pineapple charlotte:
Dissolve
tablespoonf ul of powdered gelatin In
two cupfula of boiling water; add the
juice of a lemon, a large orange, two
tablespoonfula of sugar and a little
grated rind of the orange. Stir over
the fire, until the'sugar la well dissolved. Strain over a cupful of shredded pineapple; pour the mixture Into
a dish which has been lined with
ladyfingers, and set in the refrigera
tor to harden. Serve with whipped
cream.
Pineapple cream also calla for gela
tin and la a dessert specially good In
hot weather. To make this, dissolve
two teaspoonfula of powdered gelatin
in a cupful of boiling water. Add a
cupful of sugar, two cupfula of cooked
shredded pineapple, and two table
spoonfula each of chopped candied
orange, lemon peel and cherries.
Whip two cupfula of cream until Btlff
and fold Into the pineapple mixture;
pour into a mold, and put in the re
frigerator to harden. Serve with
whipped cream and decorate with candied cherries and pieces of pineapple.-

al
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Healthful, Delicious, and Not E
pensive, It Is Deserving of Much
Wider Recognition.

blasts of air. Still we forged der his English officer can calmly face
French Aviator Makes a Peril- - ahead at fuii speed, clinging to the him without fear. You have read how
framework.
trainloads of these East Indian troops
ous War Flight.
1
awaited the inevitable end, in- are hurrying across Canada to show
capable of thinking. Then suddenly their fierce faces to the Germans. '
calm was , restored. We had passed
Does not Caesar relate that the Ro
Dispatch Bearer Tell of Air Trip the danger zone and beneath ua
man
soldiers were frightened by the
From Paris With Orders for Gen-erstretched a great forest, cut here and 'terrible looks of the early German
in the North Brought
there with ravlnea.
tribes? Now the boot goes upon the
to Earth by Shot.
"Hardly had we recovered a sense other foot,
of security than the danger reapA Sikh and I've seen many regi
we
left
As
all
its
horror.
in
peared
Journal
London. Le Petit
ments of them on their native heath
beaeroplane
our
danger
of
zone
experience
the
the
of
description
is a tall man with black hair and a
a
having
pilot,
over.
The
aeroplane
gan
to
list
an
on
board
passenger
long black beard. The beard is what
of a
oft
In time of war. The start took place done his utmost to right uá, cut
makes him look so fierce, because he
Rian, the pilot, a the motor and, half turning his head, plaits it into two thick braids and
one gray dawn.
famous civilian aviator, clothed in gazed towards our left wing, where a draws these back of his ears, where
the leather armor of his craft, re- strip of torn canvas was streaming they are tied
.
ceived, the following orders from his In the wind.
If you think that doesn't make a
be
headlong
descent
our
once
"At
captain:
soldier look fierce, you make
landing
in
abrupt
an
ending
with
and
gan,
passenger
convey
o which on glance alhlm would
a
"You will
one but that pilot correct..
No
glade.
narrow
a
to
north
straight
disDatches
Your orders are simply to get them could have attempted so desperate a
there. You must take no risks en maneuver with success.
COMING
SAW DEATH
"Calm, though witti face drawn, fiFMFRAI
MtalllallMM va
route. If the enemy brings you down,
destroy both the dispatches and the with anxiety, he jumped to the earth,
. shouting, 'Take your carbine while I Findlay Gave Belongings to Chaplain;
aeroplane. If you get through to
to
Remained In Danger Zone Against
go at once to the general with your repair the damage,' and he set
torn
over
Protest.
patch
a
the
passenger, who will give him a ver- work to fasten
'quick;
added,
if
the
'Quick,'
he
bal message. Good luck and 'quick' wing.
London, England. A correspondent
"Boches" (Germans) come5 fire at
is the word."
I will set the machine on of. the Daily Mail in France describes
Then
them.
The passenger's story continues:
we will make a run for It." the death of General Neil Douglas
"While the pilot was looking over fire and
"Soon we were in our places ready Findlay of the royal artillery as fol
his machine, I took my place with
propeller was' started and lows:
the dispatches between my, legs and a to go. The
"When at dawn the British advancé
three horsemen at the
carbine slung along the framework on we rose, but glade came towards ua continued toward Soissons the enemy
either side. The machine ran jolting edge of the pace and
their height was fighting an exceptionally fierce
along the ground and rose percep- at a mad grow as we approached. rear guard action. A terrible shell fire
to
seemed
tibly in front of me. The pilot, lashed
"It seemed we never would rise was directed against our artillery un
to hi seat, sat motionless and attenthem, but suddenly with a der General Findlay, temporarily situ
tive, regulating the course with little above
bound that carried us up almost ver- ated in a valley by the village of Prise
movements of the levers.
tically we passed above them, and It seemed a matter of moments when
"We started directly north, tossed then again we were looking down on we should have to spike our guns, and
a little by an east wind, which caught a sea of troops at the edge of the for- General Findlay saw the urgency for
us under one wing.
est. Smoke and gun flashes reap- action.
"Suddenly the pilot cut off the mo- peared, but a sudden swerve, enabled
" 'Boys,' his voice echoed down the
tor, and nothing was audible except us to regain the cover of the forest line, 'we are going to get évery gun
the whistling of the wind through and gain an altitude.
into position.' Then, deliberately, the
the rigging of the aeroplane. He
"When we came out again, lost In general approached a regimental chap
turned to me, pointed out some little the sky, the guns had ceased to fire, lain kneeling beside a gunner.
black smoke puffs far below us, and and descending slowly, we landed
"'Here are some of my personal be
signed to me to listen. But I could within the French lines."
chaplain,' he said. 'See that
longings,
hear nothing except the wind. Then
go astray.'
don't
they
the motor started again, and the
"One by one our guns began to blaze
SIKH THE FIERCEST SOLDIER
steády hum covered everything.
away
and the general had a word of en
"The smoke puffs grew nearer and
couragement
and advice for every man.
more numerous. We tried to rise still East Indian Trooper Has a Face Cal- In vain his staff tried to persuade him
culated to Strike Terror to the
higher, when a great wind came and
to leave the danger zone. Our range
Enemy on Sight.
The ever ready
' threw us to one side.
was perfect, the German fire slacked
pilot righed, us but another and more
died away and with a yell our men
and
a
see
you
ever
Philadelphia.-Diterrible shock nunea us vertically
to advance.
The outburst
prepared
Sikh in uniform? No? Whatever of
upwards.
"
parting
shelf, ex
soon.
One
too
came
paintfancy
"Then we began to fall. The smoke fierceness your childhood
Findlay's
contact
with
in
horse,
ploding
Sikh
soldier,
a
the
and flashes were now quite near us, ed upon the face of
and
man
beast
aa
shattered
may
be
soldiers
Other
thrown this way and that has it.
and we
1

FRUIT
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Many people are deciding to Join
the ranks of the vegetariana, for a
time at least, but this should be done
with the greatest care and thought.
It will be a step taken with extreme
danger unles8 the food values are
considered, and those who cannot
give time to study them had better
keep to the fieshpots, even if In a
'
limited way.
The meat eater cannot take up the
-- w liet aMwlll, aa the blood bas to
ho lrnnt tn a pprtnln heat, and this
can only be done Dy rooaa with
which the constitution ia already fa- miliar.
With regard to flour, the maln8tay
of the home, it should not be wasted
on cakes and the like, but kept care
fully for bread, which is as necessary
aa life Itself. The housewife should
not be selfish In the home in using
this valuable commodity recklessly,
and the maker of cakes, which also
require large quantities of sugar and
butter, at the present time is commit
ting a criminal act, even though it la
one that only her own conscience can
.
punish.
principal
meal in the day should
The
be the dinner, of course, and the
housewife who takes oft a course or
two is doing an act of
which is of inestimable value to her
country. Exchange.
self-deni- al

Walnut Cream Cake.
For the layers use any regulation
cake recipe.; The following la very
good and easily made by beginners:
f
cupful
One cupful sugar,
butter, three eggs (whites and yolka
separately beaten), one and one-haone-hal-

lf

minfnlo

flnur

nnA and

tea- -

fiTift-ha- lf

cup
spoonfula baking powder, one-haflavoring.
in
Bake
ful milk, vanilla
layers.
three
lf

Elderberry Wine.
quart elderberry Juice, two
quarta water, then add one pound
sugar to every pint of the mixture and
let it work. We made ten gallons two
years ago and it was delicious.
One
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presence is necessary.

WE SUPPORT THE DEMOCRATIC TICKET.

Physician and Surgeon

.

Local Surgeon E.P. & S.W.
Ry.

CATHOLIC
Mass once each month at the
Catholic Church. Dates announced in advance.

Will you kindly state in your paper
what side of the fence you are on?
As we have noted heretofore that
and
you have a Republican par-e-r
stay to the Republican party, now will
you kindly state what is your idea
for changing from the party ana Keep

Rev. Fr. Ant

knocking the candidates that the Republican party has up. for nomination
in this coming election?
Yours respectfully,

s.

M. D. GIBBS

G.B.Hall, Supt,

Rev.

matter at Editor Journal:

the postoffice in Roy. N. M.'

Professional Cards

Church Directory

Thf followine editorial from the Al
UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
buquerque Morning Journal tells why
It. ia devotinnr its services to the inter- - Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M.
catn rr tho riftTnn?ratic candidates in
Your
at Christian Ohurcn.
this campaign:

Per Year

second-clas- s

V

N.

WHY A REPUBLICAN NEWSPAPER
CANNOT SUPPORT THE PARTY.

THE
REGISTERED

CPA1TI3H-A1.IERICA-

Office
Fairview Pharmacy
ROY, NEW MEXICO

Cellier.
Priest in charge,

BAPTIST
REPUBLICAN VOTER AND SUB
SCRIBER.
. .
First Sunday in each month.
The above Question has been asked
7.30, P. M.
times.
and fully answered-manService- 11 A. M.,
uepuu-lica- n
in
the
believes
Journal
The
Pastor.
Rev. R. A. Price
principle of protection for

Col.
F. 0. WHITE

MILLS ..... NEW MEXICO

-

j4&

.
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'W,

nun;

Democratic State
Ticket
.

industries, as against the pro
ducts of the cheap labor of foreign
countries.
But more important to the voters
and taxpayers of New Mexico is ef
ficient and honest government in county and state.
Under territorial control a Republi- can machiue was built Nup and inanaarA hv

,

AUCTIONEER
I Cry Sales Everywhere.
Distance not Considered
Terms Reasonable

Christian

Satisfaction
G'r'nVd

Rev O W "Hearn, Elder
Services fourth Lord's Day of
each month at 11 A.M. and
8 P.M. Sacrament at
Morning Service.

nun who used tneir power

dishonestly, in most instances, and
practically. always with reckless dis
regard for the weirare oí me peoyie.
purpose
Tvia wpm ivi:d for thepunishing
For Congressman
or
man
rewarding
this
of
colHarvey B. Fergusson.
that; school and road taxes were
promothe
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rage, set fire to the bungalow, which
housed Mrs. Borthwlck, her two chil- -

AN EPITOME OF

tloned himself at a
me occupants aa uiey tuiewpicu
escape.

Prof. Richard Meyer of Berlin
the well known historian, died
it Berlin.
Mjb.. Winston Spencer Churchill,
ife of the first lord of the admiralty,
Save birth to a daughter In London.
A Reuter dispatch from Amsterdam
says the municipality of Amsterdam
lias published a decree fixing the price
Df wheat.
French 3 per cent rentes have advanced to 77 francs and 25 ceuUmes,
the highest point since the war appeared probable.
The correspondent of the London
Times at Rotterdam confirms the report that there are 100,000 fugitives
from Antwerp to Holland.
There was a rumor in London that
the Kaiser had offered as a reward
to the first man to enter Antwerp the
0
decoration of the iron cross and
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WASHINGTON.
RECORD OF THE
CONDENSED
The president nominated B. F. Hud
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
speth to be postmaster at Chico, Cal.
HOME AND ABROAD.
The president named the following
L. R.
New Mexico postmasters;
Hughes, Alamogordo; Bliss Freeman,

Las Cruces.

FROM ALL SOURCES
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window and killed

LATE LIVE NEWS
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President Wilson signed the rivers

WRITE US.
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to be expended under the di
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SAYINGS, DOINGS, ACHIEVE-MENTSrection of the War Department on pro
MOTHERS AND DAME FASHION
jects already begun.
SUFFERINGS, HOPES
Upwards of $500,000 a day is being
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.
Women Molds Her Daughter In Founsaved to the United States by the
dation of Style and Taste From
Americans returning to this country,
Earliest Years.
Deaccording to computations at the
Wei tern Newspaper Union News Service,
'
pártment of Commerce.
in money.
WESTERN.
Take the average girl, carefully note
Ambassador Morgenthau, at ConThe French authorities have seized the manner in which she Js dressed
Chicaso detectives shot and killed stantinople, has appealed to the State food supplies valued at between $!, and then you have an advertisement
a young automobile tandit, wounded Department for additional funds for 500,000 and $2,000,000 which had been
good or bad for her mother.
another, a third .surrendered, and two the relief of Americans in the Otto- deposited on the docks at Havre by
In some subtle manner a mother
escaped. The five had held up five man empire. The recent deposit by a German firm. The action was tak molds her daughter from babyhood in
this government 6f $150,000 has been en to prevent the supplies' being sent
saloons for a total of $505. the style of her clothing, and it is a
inadequate.
abroad.
"Fraud can stalk rampant through found
very important molding, too. For if
Egypt, as well as the United States,
the courts of the state of washing
The report that the youthful grand clothes do not make the .man they do
ton." two of the justices of the state is facing a serious crisis because oi duchess of Luxemburg is a prisoner of go a long way in giving a truo imSupreme court declared in a dissenting inability to market, her cotton crop the Germans is reiterated in London, pression of a woman.
opinion rendered at Olympia, Wash.
Every new dress that a mother buys
Paul Knabenshue, United States vice thouzh official confirmation is lack
declared
Is
grand
duchess
for her little girl is a small stone in
The Supreme Court of Montana held consul general at Cairo, in a report ing. The
Nuremberg,
at
o
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at Helena that the national guard
law
Bavaria.
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will guide her daughter in future years.
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legal
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National
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rose, her
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same
value
the
showing
with
tender
hung a
are
thieves
"Even
after midnight with $1,250.000 in gold,
improved bynot
was
great
speak
blouse
crisis."
to
decided
In
this
Wilson
President
making a total of $1,750,000 in gold,
above her
The Rev. Isaac Wilson, pastor of the her soiled coat collar, and
received from the North in twenty-fou- r Oct. 24 at the seventieth anniversary
g
patent
showed
shoes
Pittsburg.
The
C.
A.,
M.
at
Y.
of
the
church
.
Memorial Methodist Episcopal
hours.
speech, it was announced, will not be of Milan, Mich., was knocked down, tawdry openwork stockings. The other
Trooper Wilson of the Tenth United of a political character.
plain hat, neat,
stabbed in the throat, gagged and wore a smart, perfectly
States cavalry, wounded by a Mexiwas tastefully
and
costume,
Senator Bankhead of Alabama pro robbed of 14.500 by an unkuown man
can- bullet fired across the line during
posed in the senate that the Southern
London on hia way to the railroad booted. .
an attack on Naco, Sonora, died at states issue bonds, buy half of each in
Different mothers!" said my com
His assailant escaped.
station.
Fort Huachuca. Wilson was shot in farmer's cotton at 10 cents a pound
Rehoboth Sunday
panion briefly.
avoid a sugar famine Herald.
to
an
effort
In
the breast.
becomes
market
and carry it until the
in consequence of the cessation of the
William Barlow, formerly a widely normal.
sugar from Germany,
Better one boil on the stove than
known minstrel, probably was fatally
The emergency war tax bill was supply of beet
secre
Belgium,
home
the
two on the neck.
wounded and his wife was killed by an made the unfinished business of the Austria and
tons of
unidentified negro who forced his way senate, to be pressed continuously un tary has purchased 800,000
into the Barlow home at Argenta, a tfl passed. Senate leaders expressed raw suear at about $100 a ton. ine
purchased at Demeara,
suburb of Little, Rock, Ark.
the belief that the measure would be suear has been
and other places. This
Mauritius
Java,
passed soon.
Louis Silverman and Samuel
largest
purchase of su
by
the
is
far
Democrats in the House rejected a
were arrested at San Francisco
history.
gar in the world's
by operatives of a private detective proposition for neutralization of the
rkahlp record was estab
agency charged with procuring goods Philippines, and defeated every other
Wright, a crack)
by
Thomas
Talued at $20,000 from Eastern manu- amendment offered to the Jones bill, lished
declaring: the purpose to recognize amateur rider of Baltimore. Md.. at
facturing concerns by fraud.
ran something like this:
Philippine independence when the the Piping Rock racing matinee in
Two youths said to be the robbers Filipinos are able to govern them New York. While riding Herucloid
who held up officials of the Farmers selves.
In the Piping Rock cup event, a
Ham. bacon or sausage;
at
bank
National
fell
horse
his
and Merchants'
steeplechase,
handicap
Thew
Daniel
potatoes ; doughnuts and
frier
Justice
Associate
Tupelo. Okla., and escaped with $2,- - Wright
of the District of Columbia, on him and he was rendered uncon
prepared by overcoffee
437, were captured by a posse near against whom impeachment charges bcíous for ten minutes. After being
mothers.
worked
,
Tupelo. It is stated that more than are pending before the House judi revived he rode Herucloid home and
12.000 was found hidden in their ciary committee, sent his resignation won the race. The feat is said to be
clothing.
to President Wilson to take efiect unequaled in turf history.
A rush order for 110,000 barrels of Nnv IK Thn charees. filed br a
' GENERAL.
flour was placed with a St. Louis Washington banker, alleged official
,
milling company by representatives of and personal misconduct.
for
J. Borden Harriman, fifty-onone of the warring European nations,
his
dying
at
reported
mer banker, is
SPORT.
the identity of which was not dis
Kisco, N. Y.
Mount
country
at
home
closed. This is the largest single sale
tun about like this:
Bud Logan was given the decision
Investigation of the financial oper
of flour ever made in St. Louis. The
at
St.
"Wildcat" Ferns
ations of the Chicago, Rock Island
cries was not stated. The flour will over Clarence ILL
iYMI..
LCl mLGCU 1UUUU0
.IflKHIlU.
re
will
Island and Pacific railroad by the In
be made of Kansas wheat and
fighting.
furious
terstate Commerce Commission will
quire 540,000 bushels.
Negotiations for a football game be begin in Washingtcn, Oct. 16 before
Four new bishops were elected by tween the Army and Navy teams this Commissioner Clements.
the house of bishops of the Episcopal year have been abandoned. This was
There is a famine in China which
church, in . session at Minneapolis, announced by the Navy Athletic As
to cause a greater loss of
threatens
Those chosen were: The Rev. Herman sociation at Annapolis, Md.
life than the war in Europe, according
Page, rector of St. Paul's church, Chi
Jim Coffey, the Dublin giant, gave to the Christian Herald of New York
cago, who will preside over the diocese Terry Kellar of San Francisco such a city, which has started a relief fund.
Ath
of Spokane; the Rev. Paul Jones of terrific beating at the Stadium
It savs that 2,000,000 people face star
Terry's
York
with cream or fruits; a
that
New
Club
in
letic
Salt Lake, diocese of Utah;, the Rev. nornnHn trirfiW nn the HDOnKe in the vation within the next twelve months
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In China.
George Coolidge Hunting of Berkeley,
tenscheduled
toast; and a cup of Postum
Cal., diocose of Nevada; the Rev. H ninth round of their
R. Tuttle of New York has
Georee
bout.
round
a royal starter for any day.
R. Hulz of New York, diocese of Cuba.
same sensational in his possession what is probably the
Playing,
with
the
Julian Carlton, insane negro chef. speed that marked their rush from costliest example of lithographic art
Quick, easy to serve, apwho murdered Mamah Borthwlck and last place to the position of pennant in the country. It is a thirty-cen- t
petizing, and
five others at the "love cottage" of winners in the National league, the American stamp of 1869 for. which
Collectors say
Frank Lloyd Wright, wealthy Chicago Boston Braves crashed the Philadel- Tuttle paid $1,750.
"Mother" has it easier !
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Philadelphia
in
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ANTWERP FORTS
EIGHT THOUSAND TROOPS WITH
BIG GUNS JOIN FLIGHT AS

N.

British Nobles as Police. ,
While all classes of Englishmen,
from the highest to the lowest, are
fighting for king and country on the
battlefield, an almost equally inspiring
picture of national unity may be wit
nessed in England's capital.
For the further protection of life
property hundreds upon hundreds
and
CONSTITUTIONAL
CHIEF' MUST
police, from marquises to
special
of
ALIENS AND
, PROTECT
mechanics, are ready for duty in Lon

1).

MISTAKE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

S.

UUIATII

SENT CARRANZA

MEXICANS.

TEUTONS SWEEP BEL

don.

Two of the newest and most distin
guished 'members of the force are the
marquis of Lincolnshire and the earl
of Selborne.

GIAN STRONGHOLD.

UHUNITY IS DEMANDED
SPREAD PANIC

BOMBS

PUNISHMENT OF FUNSTON'S
BEAUTIFUL

BUILDINGS TORN TO

PIECES AND HUNDREDS OF
RESIDENTS LEFT WITH-OU-

SISTANT IS FEAR OF
RETARY BRYAN.

Equipped for It.
"Your friend. Mr. Hewgag is quite
an adept at light conversation."
He's lantern
be.
"He should

AS.

SEC-

iawed."

T

Western Newspaper Union New Service.

FOOD OR
FUNDS.
Western Newspaper Union News Service.

London, Oct. 12.

Antwerp and the
forts surrounding the city are now in
complete possession of. the Germans,
but the greater part of the Belgian
army has escaped.
It took the Germans just ten days
to capture the strongest fortress in

the world.

A half million Germans are in full
control of the city, and this great
force is now available for reinforcing
the Kaiser in the other theatres ol

war.

All roads, canals, and steamship
lines leading from Antwerp are
jammed with
residents
who declare the ssenes in the city
just prior to its capture were inde
Many
scribable.
beautiful public
buildings and homes were demolished
and thousands of residents were with
out food or funds. Some of the refu
gees added that the ' famous Notre
Dame cathedral was not destroyed.
The fall of Antwerp is evidence
that even the most powerful forts
are no match for the colossal howitz
zers which the invaders have suc
cessfully employed against every for
tified place that stood in their way,
These huge, guns open gaps through
which the besiegers find an entrance
for their field artillery and infantry,
The Germans, after shelling the
city itself for many hours, making it
untenable, entered the town through
the suburb of Berchem to the east
They had made a breach in the outer
line of forts, some of which were de
stroyed by their big gups and others
blown ,up by the defenders.
The Germans followed similar plans
in dealing with the inner belt of forts
and at the same time threw shells
into the city .which set afire many
places. '
Big War Levy.
Germany has imposed a war levy of
20,000,000
($100,000,000) on Ant
werp. This is many times larger
than any war indemnity ever im
posed on a single city. Besides this
the Germans have seized works of art
and other valuables' which 'will in
crease their official tax many mil
lions.
"Seize King Albert," Kaiser Orders
With Antwerp, formerly the most
powerful fortress in the world, crum
bled before their giant guns ánd com
pletely in their hands, the Kaiser's
forces lost not a day in their terrific
onslaught against Belgium, according
to messages received at the war ol
fices of London and Paris.
Already one section of the Teuton
army is pounding away at the forts
at Lokeren, twelve miles northeast of
Ghent, and other advices are that the
' monster
cannon, which razed the
dozen forts around Antwerp have
been dispatched with a large num
ber of soldliers toward northérn
France.
More alarming reports come from
Italy of the spread of cholera in Au
panic-stricke- n

,

--

,
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tria.
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Washington.
The United States
government will make no further move
in the Mexican situation and will reserve announcement of its future pol
icy toward the Mexican central gov
ernment until General Carranza, the
first Constitutionalist chief, has given
formal guarantee of full protection of
aliens and Mexicans, irrespective of
their political affiliations and prom
ises not to reimpose customs duties
collected by Americans during the oc
cupation of Vera Cruz. ,
That was the positive declaration of
State Department officials following
the announcements that, despite twoattempts, Carranza has so far refused
satisfactorily to explain his position
as to what steps he contemplates tak
ing upon the withdrawal of the Amer
ican forces from Vera Cruz.
It was pointed out that General Fun
ston had secured the services of Mex
ican officials in the administration of
the civil government at Vera Cruz
uüon the condition that they would be
nrotected when- he withdrew. Under
Mexican law these officials are liable
for serving invaders to imprisonment
for from five to. twenty years. Im
munity for these citizens Is sought
bv thi3' government.
It also has been learned here tnat
Carranza was asked through the Brazilian minister at Mexico City, repre
senting the United States, no less than
two weeks ago, for assurances when
his forces took over Vera Cruz, they
would respect the condition laid down
bv General Funston.
He was requested also to promise
that, upon the receipt of 'the $1,000,000
customs collections, he would not fur
ther molest Vera Cruz imports.
It has developed that the Brazilian
minister has informed the State De
partment o the reply of the Mexican
government and according to officials
here, it dealt in generalities and was
altogether unsatisfactory. A second
request for the desired information
has been submitted to the Mexico City
authorities. Meanwhile, it is general
ly understood that the troops will re
main in Vera Cruz.
The Constitutionalist headquarters
made ' public the following dispatch,
from General Hill, who is defending
Naco, Sonora, against forces of Gov
ernor Maytorena:
were repulsed
"Two assaults
Skirmishes continue. Our position is
such that the enemy will never be able
to t,ake it. I have plenty of ammunition and our firing is accurate and our
forts strong.' I expect reinforcements
of 300 men from Tigere, and in a short
time our forces will outnumber those
of the enemy and offensive operations
will be possible."

TBXL ÍOB
TOCR OWN DRtTGC.IST Wilt Weak,
Watery
Try Murine Kye Remedy for Bed,
Byelldsj No Smartlni- iMyes and Granulated
y mail Free. Murine Kye Remedy Co.. Chicago.

It takes a woman to be more than
glad to have friends drop in for dinner unexpectedly when she Isn't.

What a Cold Can Do
,
mA2

Many

from a simple

uvo P Ir A naf rilftARJI HtJLltA
or colli. Conation cío

cold

damage the kidneys and cause backache, rheumatic palu, headaches and urinary disorders.
When doctoring a cold, think of the kidneys.
poison.
Drink water freely to help flush out the congesPills to relieve
Take IXan Kidneygive
op
a
nBavr,,míi,ent
tion of the kidneys,
rest. Natnre
and take plenty ofKidney
with
Fills are
the cure. Doan's
success and are publicly recommended all over
the civilised world.
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A Colorado Case

T. Scantllng
St.,'
Johnson
Trinidad. Colo., says:
"I was lick abed for
three month with

John

rheumitio pain,

'Entry

VMS FIclureTelll

so

helpless I had to be
fed. When I got up
walked
I
with
crutches and after
In
pain
was
that I
constantly.
almost
My back was In awful shape and nothing- In the way of
medicine
doctors'
helped me. When I
Doan's
of
heard
Kidney Pills I tried
them and they not
only rid me of the
pain, but took away the terrible kianey
weakness. I have been In good health
since."
Get Doan's I Any Stora, 60e m Box

DOAN'S- BP' "i."
CO-

FOSTER-MILBUR-N

MaWo tTiA laundress narrov that'i Red
Cross Bag Blue. Makes beautiful, clear
white clothes. All good grocers. Adv.
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BUFFALO. N. Y.

Watson E.Colemnn.Wanb.
High-C-

Books free.
PATENTS iDgton.D.C.
references. Beet weulta.
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Every time a young widow meets
an eligible man another grain of hope
sprouts in her heart.

W. N. U., DENVER, NO.

42-19- 14.
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Naco. Ariz.

Mexican civil warfare

crossed the , international boundary
here, in violation of the neutrality
laws. Two Americans, Lee Hall, k
Drominent citizen, and Corporal McAl
lister, troop B, Ninth United States
cavalry, were struck by stray bullets
Hall wás shot in the head and serious
lv hurt. McAllister was shot through
the hand while on sentry duty in the
stoc.kad yards.
,

Is it possible there is a woman in this country vvho con-

tinues to suffer without giving Lydia E. Pinkham's, Vegc
table Compound a trial after all the evidence that is continually being published, which proves beyond contradiction that this grand old medicine has relieved more suffering among women than any other one medicine in the world ?
We have published in the newspapers of the United States
more genuine testimonial letters than have ever been published in the interest of any other medicine for women
and every year we publish many new testimonials, all genuine and true. Here are three never before published :
From Mrs. S. T. Richmond, Providence, R. I.
For the benefit of women who suffer as I have
Providence, R.

I."

done I wish to state what Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
has done for me. I did some heavy lifting and the doctor said it
caused a displacement. I have always been weak and I overworked
after my baby was born and inflammation set in, then nervous pros,
tration, from which I did not recover until I had taken Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. The Compound is my best friend and
when I hear of a woman with troubles like mine I try to induce her
to tase your medicine." Mrs. S. T. Richmond, 199 Waldo Street,
Providence, R. I.

A

Minister's Wife Writes:

have suffered very much with irregularities,
your wonderful medicine, Lydia E.
but
inflammation,
Eain and
Vegetable Compound, has made me well and I can recommend
the same to all that are troubled with these complaints." Mrs. Jen-hi- e
Akerman, co Rev. K. Akerman, Cloquet, Mmnesota.

Cloquet, Minn.

--

"I

From Mrs. J, D. Murdoch, Quincy, Mass.
The doctor said that I had organic trouble
South Quincy, Mass.
and he doctored me for a long time and I did not get any relief. I
saw Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable uompouna advertised and I tried it and found relief before I had
finished the first bottle. I continued taking it all
through middle life and am now a strong, healthy
woman and earn my own living." Mrs. Jane D.
Murdoch, 25 Gordon St., South Quincy, Mdss.

J

Write to LYDIA E.PINKHAM

MEDICINE CO.

toraü vice.
reau aim uusneicu
by a woman and Uda In strict confidence.
(CONFIDENTIAL) LYKN MASS.,

miT lAtrarwi

n onenea.
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Officers and Stockholders

Roy Telephone Company

H. B. JONES. President,
C. L. JUSTICE. Cashier.
Dr. F. B.EVANS,
IGNACIO MAESTAS.
C.E. MoGINNIS. Attorney.
W. H. frjQUA.'
Director5).

Now connected w'ifi Solano and Mosquero, on the South.
Mills, AbbottjJantas, Chico, Taylor and Springer,

OUR FACILITIES

on the North

Contacted with all Bell Long Distance
Telephone Lines
;

at same

Do yjSur business by phone and get your answer
t save At
i
i 1
aeiays.
teiegrapnic

finan-cial'matte- rs

Office and EXCHANGES AT

Í

ROY, N. M.

,

K

7

1
1

PERSONALS

times-moder-

Local Busines
$2.50 per m

Private Line
$3.00 per mo.

Local Kendence
$1.50 'per mo.

1

v

handling of any and all
that may be entrusted to us are fully abreast
n
of the
in every
respect.

i

WiilCU .na

1

for the prompt and accurate

,

If you apprebiate the many
advantages of a helpful banking service! backed by a .
sound, safe, conservative business policywe respectfully
solicit your account.

LOCAL NEWSS

NOTICE TOR PUBLICATION.

See IjTut er and Kerns for bar
M. gains in farm lands
as directed
320 acre Ranch well improved

Department of the Interior.
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N.
On and
in a

after Oct.

1 ,14,

The

recent deprtmental decision all ap $1.250.00

plieations will be rejected which have
160 acre fine land $650.00
been executed more than ten days
830 acre ranch well improved
prior to filing subject to the right to
prior to adverse and watered
oppeal or
claim.
This land is cheaper than you
A. A.Joses, 1st Ass't Sec'y cau homestead it.

Savings Bank,
of ROY

ii

Buy your gasoline of F. S
Brown-25- c.
per Gallon.

Roy Trust and

Notice to Homesteaders

Santa Fe, N. M,
Sept. 21, 1i.-The act of Congress approved Aug
Notice Cream Shippers 22, '14, provides that the five month's
absence in each year allowed by the
first proviso to Sec. 2291, may, at the
Fred Brown Pays 26 cents option of the Homester der, be divided
into two periods but leave of absence
For Cream
shall not total more than five months
each year. Notice of beginning and
See our new line of Ladies end of each absence.
Cloaks for Fall and winter.
Francisco Delgado, Register.
U. S. Land Office,

Dr. S. Locke, D, D. S.

.

Of

Will be in ROY SOON
to dq your Dental work.
Watch this Space For

Goodman Merc. Co.

A new law passed by Congress
children's
the
about
What
and now in effect srovides that all
persons who have file or may
School clothes and Shoes ?
Let Goodman's help you solve it hereafter file on a claim and lost
it from any cause except selling
for speculation may file again.
just
Wasfons a Car-loaThis affects a large number of
at Goodman's.
persons who have been barred
from homesteading by havinglost
The Floersheim Mercantile Co. out on a previous attempt. Call
unloaded a car of potatoes the it this office and we will help you
get your application in right.
first of the week.
The following is the text of the
new law.
vrrvmnT?

ill

Dates-Depend- able

Work at Reasonable Prices.
Teeth Extracted Withrut Pain.

d

Office with Dr. M. D. GIBBS.
fol

czDelfcz5c

D

HOC

A

I

14

I

I will be in Roy the last of
It is with pleasure we receive
next week with a car load of apremittance
a
from our old friend
ples for sale. R. S. Wood.
Tom Pauley of Valeria, Texas for
Photo,
A nice line of Local
another year of the
graph Post cards at,
S--

FAIRVIEW PIJARMACY.

A.

Deputy State Game Warden
Hunting Licenses Executed
Everybody desiring to carry a gun for any purpose
must secure a Hunting License whether he hunts on
his own property or elsewhere.

Rule for Success.

.

Toescape criticism do nothing, say

nothing, be nothing; go in your hole
help and pull the hole in after you.

We were obliged to draft
Words Are as Cheap as Ever.
Must Ee Lover of Virtue.
announces
English,
economist
An
Roy
No
one who is a lover of money, a
School
from the force on the
decline in the price lover of pleasure, or a lovar of glory,
a
that
Record this week in order to get
The Balance.
of commodities has begun, and tnai is likewise a lover of mankind; but
upon
Miss
earth
A.
felicity
Is
no
on
time.
There
probably it will be more pronounced only he who is a lover of itue.
out the
of
counterpoise
which
Its
not
carries
at the end of the year.
Aline Boulware has rendered
misfortunes. Jeremy Taylor.
valued assistance at the cases.
.world-wid-

S--

.

.
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PRACTICAL HEAD OF RUSSIAN

GOVERNMENT

The government of Russia Is practically In the hands of Prime Minister
Qoremykin.
When he was made
prime minister, February 13 of the
present year, the rumors of approaching war began to spread in every capital of Europe. Goremy kin has for
many years been one of the leaders
of the Nationalist party in Russian
;i si
í'h
politics. The Nationalists stand for
They are the bitter foes
doctrine which
of the
unites the Teutons of Germany and
.v.v.v
.v.v.j.
Austria. The Nationalists of Russia
have, for some time, been openly in
favor of a war which would make
the Slavs supreme in Europe and
check the growing encroachments of
the Teutons In the Slav territory of
the Balkans.
Goremykin was a member of the
I
V ff f ,
Russian cabinet when Nicholas II ascended the throne 20 years ago. He
has been In the confidential counsels i
of his sovereign ever since, sometimes
as a member of the cabinet and sometimes in a private capacity. He is now
a ' man of seventy-five- ,
enormously rich, having made his money largely
through business affairs connected with the government which do not particularly redound to his honor. He was born to the hereditary principle of
autocracy, was educated in it and has served It with conviction
by
keen intellect all his life. He is an aristocrat in thought and adopts the pose
of the aristocrat in his manner, apparently seeking to emphasize his condescension to the people when he appears before their representatives.
He succeeded Count Wltte, the famous leader of the Liberal party, who
was Russia's representative at Portsmouth, N. H., to settle the terms of peace
e
which closed the
war.
Pan-Slavis-

-

Pan-German-

Rare Animals Aro Added to the Washington Zoo
From the almost impenetrable wilds of South America
I have been brought to the Washington Zoological gardens a number of

fff ASHINGTON.

specimens of fauna and fowl, regarded as among the most interesting and
rare of the present jcollectlon. Though
It is impracticable to take in many
birds and beasts at the present time,
to the crowded accommodations,
due
THIS
officials say the new specimens were
admitted on account of their rarity
and their experimental worth, in determining whether they can withstand
this climate and thrive on the food
the zoologists are prepared to give
them.
Perhaps the oddest of the new
acquisitions is a Venezuelan sloth, "as
large as a tomcat," distinguished by the absence of teeth. The animal is described as inhabiting forests and feeding on the Juices of fruits. It is a sluggish creature, and is a nocturnal prowler, seldom seen by day, as it hides in
the hollows of the trees. Long claws and a soft coat of fur of protective
coloring completes his characteristics. The animal was caught by William
Feville, a collector of New York city, who makes periodical visits to the
southern Jungles in quest of animals to supply American zoos.
Another of the late additions is a Guiana weasel, slightly larger than the
familiar American weasel. The possession of the latter completes a pair of
these animals, as one was already in the local collection.
Other specimens supplied by Mr. FeVille were a large number of birds
from South America, all of them marked by luxuriant and beautiful plumage.
Rarest of these are a pair of motmots, so called from the character of
their cry. They are related to the American kingfisher, and are distinguished
by a growth of tail feathers of unusual length. They Inhabit the densest forests and feed on insects and lizards. Their plumage Is green and reddish
brown, relieved by a prominent blue band across the forehead.
- Considerable doubt is felt among their new guardians as to whether they
can be kept here,, unused as they are to the food and climate of this part of
the world. They are the first the local 100 has had, and are regarded as
extremely rare birds,

J

y

Russo-Japanes-

NEW. PAPAL SECRETARY OF STATE

Cardinal Domenico Ferrata, secretary of the congregation of the holy
office, whom the new Pope Benedict
XV has appointed secretary of state,
is regarded as the member of the
Sacred college best fitted to occufiy
this office, second only in importance
and influence to that of the papacy
itself Just at this time, because of the
heavy burden resting upon the Vati'iiiv.i'A.
t:i!ífeí!SiíS'rí JP
4
can due to the war. He succeeds Cardinal Merry Del Val, secretary under
Pope Pius X.
Cardinal Ferrata has had a diplomatic
Influence such as comes to few
Fad
Moonlight Tango Under Monument a Capital
of the college of cardinals. He has
had exceptional experience in ecclesifolk of the nation's capital have at last found something new. It
astical matters, and he has always
SOCIETY "moonlight
green
harvest tango," an outdoor affair, danced on the
manifested a friendly disposition tosward surrounding the Washington monument. Here Í3 the formula: One or
ward the leading, statesmen of Italy
two automobiles filled with women and
and the reigning house of Savoy. His
their partners, dancing kind preferred.
choice of secretary is most pleasing
Add plenty of wraps to prevent dancto the Italian government, and it is
ers taking cold. One dash through
prophesied he may do much to heal
the Speedway to a secluded spot on
the breach between it and the Vatican.
years old. He was the papal legate to
The new secretary is sixty-sevethe. Mall, where the headlights from
the world's eucharistlc congress on the island of Malta in April, 1913, and on
the automobiles are used for
his return gave Pius X an extensive account of It. The cardinal was born at
tion purposes. Spread laprobes carefully on the ground In Turkish fashMonteflascono, diocese of Gradoli. He was created and proclaimed a .cardinal June 22, 1896. He is archpriest of the Patriarchal Lateran
ion, for use after the dances. Use
He was much mentioned as a possible successor of Pius X and has long been
leather seats for tables. Carry; full
supply of grapejuice, lemonade, sandtalked of for secretary of state.
wiches and other refreshments. Turn
on Victrola and tango. Several of these parties have been held recently.
Congressional circles are all agog about the idea and it is hinted that the fad
REDMOND'S NOBLE SENTIMENT
will even permeate into diplomatic and other circles.
The spot selected for the new dance Is one of the most beautiful in WashJohn Redmond, the Irish leader,
ington. Directly back of the White House is the wonderful MalL It extends
south of the executive mansion to the Potomac river, one or two miles. Beau- In a manifesto Issued recently, gives
expression to noble sentiments. He
tiful drives skirt Its boundaries,
declares that the Irish people appreciate the fact that the British democSenator McCumber Sees Funny Side of Things racy have decided to give them back
"
their national liberties; that Ireland
rs''
PORTER JAMES M'CUMBER of North Dakota has a keen sense has promised that a concession of libSENATOR
though to look at the serious expression of his smooth-shave- n erty would change dissatisfaction to
face one would never suspect it. But If there is anything funny on friendship and good will, and that
the horizon he win see it, even wougn Ireland would be false to her history
did she not willingly bear her share
he has to borrow a marine glass.
In a fashionable photographer's in the burdens and sacrifices of the
studio in town is an exquisitely carved present European war.
tí
'
Finally he makes the following
chair used much for the posing of
1
celebrities of the feminine sex In eve- appeal:
ning dress. , The top is surmounted
"I would appeal to our countryby a richly carved angel bending for- men of a different creed and of oppo-- '
ward in a graceful attitude. It is a site political opinions to accept the
beautiful piecft of work, but scarcely friendship we have so consistently ofappropriate for the setting in which fered them and to allow this great
to place a Tammanx alderman.
war, as to which their opinions and
One day McCumber went to the ours are the same, to swallow up all
way-oupassed the "operat- the smaller issues in the domestic govatudio to attend to a bl$. of business, and on his
sat ernment of Ireland which now divide
the
then
Fairbanks,
W.
ing room," In which place Charles
over
tall
his
and
Just
chair,
us. That as our soldiers are going to fight and shed their blood and die at
elaborate
In
posed
this
was
He
as the victim.
v,
v. wnniion oTicol in Its airv attire.
each other's side in the same army and against the same epemy for the same
When McCumber went out he began to laugh, and a friend who saw him high purpose their union in the field may lead to union in the home and that
'
their blood may be the seal that will bring all Ireland together in one nation
chuckling Inquired the eauBe. ; J
;
'
mn- ,and In liberties equal and common to all,"
Hnhact niirhtu I ever saw was lust now up in Blank
looking
as
Fairbanks
photograph gallery" the Benator repUed, "for there sat
spou
solemn as an owl In a big chai with aangel pecking at ws caía
!
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Notice For Publication
Notice of Contest.

i

I

Notice of Contest.

Department of the Interior,
Ü. S. Land Office at Clayton, IN. m.
Department of the Interior,
Department of the Interior,
M.
N.
Clayton,
at
Office
September , 16, 1914.
U. S. Land
. m.
U. S. Land Office, Uiayion,
is
Notice
1914.
Aug 27,
To Rlcherd Berry, of Cairo, 111.
Attorney at Law,
Oct 2, 1914.
Molina,
You are
hereby given that Felisiano
Contestee:
U, S, Commissioner,
To' J, C. Beenblossom of Thomas Heir for Heirs of Miguela Molina, de- hereby notified that Clauda R. Hos- NeW Mex. Oklahoma
Contestee:
ceased of Bryantine, New Mexico,
klns. who gives Roy, New Mexico.
E
Serial
made
e
You are hereby notified thatOllie
1908,
address, did on Ju'y
I,
as his
who, on Oct.
Solano, New no. 01536 for the
Town- 20. 1914, file in this office his duly
25,
who givés
Sec
Lancaster
S1
Notice For Publication
e
address, ship 17 N Range 29 East, N. M. P. M. corroborated application to contest
Mexico, as her
12, 1914, file in this has filed notice of intention to make and secure the cancellation of your
did on Aug.
Interior,
the
of
Department
office his duly corrobrated applica- final Five year proof, to establish Homestead ttntry, no. vóo, aerM.
N.
Clayton,
Office
at
U. S. Land
tion to contest and secure the cance- claim to the land above described, be- ial No. 02325. made Nov. 25. 1908, for
018504
Clayton, 018503.
U. S. Commis- the NE, Sec. 28, Twp. 20n , Rng 27E
llation of your H. E. No.
fore A.A.Gonzales
1913
29,
May
N. M. NMP. Meridian, and as grounds for
made
Sept. 21 1914.
015889,
Gallegos
Serial No.
sioner, at his office at
N
18
Township
the
12,
1914.
Noticfl Is herebv riven that
for E half Section
he alleges that said
on the 3d day of November
her contest
to
M. P. Meridian,
applied
N.
has
27
witnesses:
East,
as
New
Mexico
Tlfirrv
has wholly failed to
Pirhnrd
Range
of
Claimant
name3
State
al
the
contest
Act
the
of
her
for
provisions
grounds
the
as
and
with
under
select
the law under which he is
Antonio Arngon comply
Trinidad Sanchez
sup
Beenblossom
C.
leo-eacts
J.
the
ard
said
20.
110.
Jnnn
that
of
Simon Miranda seeking title; thatbe has wholly abanDemetrio Cardoba
that
E.
H.
thereto,
his
amendatory
abandoned
plementary and
has wholly
doned his said H. E.; that he has fail
all of Gallegos, N. M.
upresidence
wit:
he has never established
ed to reside upon, cultivate or im
the following public lands, to
Paz Valverde,
or
part
saia
any
cultivated
130
nor
on
List
Serial 018503.
Register, prove the same; that the above men4
and
deserted
totally
has
but
land
tioned defects exist and have existed
Lot 2 Sec. 4; Twp. 17 N, R 25E,
PUBLICATION.
same.
FOR
NOTICE
than Three years last
for more
Sec. 33 Twp, 18 N.
SWJ-SE- i;
notined
therefore,
further
Von are.
past and up to the date hereof.
Rn?, 25E, N.M.P,M.
of the Interior
further notified
the said allegations will be taken Dpinartment
that
ü S Land Office, uiayton, in m You are, therefore,
Sereial 0.8504, List 2171.
will be t aken
office as having been confessed
allegations
this
said
by
that .the
Sept. 15. 1914,
of Seo, 1, Twp. 17 N by you, and your said entry will be
confessed
Lots
been
having
office as
M. by this
Louisa
triven
herebv
that
is
iur-thNntiP
your
will be
entry
without
Rng. 26 E, N.M.P.M.
canceled thereunder
by you, and your said
22
Nov.
on
who,
M,
N
Roy,
of
Beach,
either
is
to
furtherein,
notice,
your
right to be heard
canceled thereunder without
The purpose of this
maae
1914
30,
.913.
you
Mar.
if
land
allow all persons claiming the
before this office or on appeal,
ther right to be heard therein, either
MAmoetpnrl
- pntrv Seirial no. 017161 before this office or on appeal, if you
v
adversely or desiring to show it to be fail to lile in this office wltmn iweniy
Sec. 9
minara! In character, an opportunity days after the FOURTH publication No. 017649 for SE1 andNEJ
fail to file in this office wnnin twenty '
M
P
Meridiar
with
27
E,N
selection
snown
Range
yuui
20
such
oeiow,
as
N
Twp
of this notice,
to tile objection to
da after the FOURTH publication of
meetmass
to
specifically
district
land
intention
has filed notice of
notice, as shown below your an- answer, under oath,
the local officers for the
to
allegaclaim
three-yeaestablish
r
proof to
ing and resDondim? to these
swei.( under oath, specifically meeting
in which the land is situated, to
and to es tir.no nf nnntest. or if you fail within the land above described before F H and responding to these allegations
tablish their interests therein, or the that time to file in this office dun proof Foster, U S Commissioner at his oi- of contest, or If you fall within that
ád day oi time to file in this office due proof that
that vnu have served a copy of your fice in Roy N M on the
mineral character thereof.
either
1914.
November,
answnr on the said contestant
you have served a copy of your anPaz Val verde,
10.3.31,
If
swer on the said contestant either in
Register.
in person or by registered mall.
Claimant names as witnesses
aenverj
oi
tne
by
Amerl
made
is
service
Spanish.
this
To be published in the
R W Boulware person or by registered mall. If this
S Hoskins
A
coniesi
to
the
answer
n.
nnv of vour
service Is made by the delivery or a
can published at Roy.N, M.
F B Pugh
B F Emersan
or, n nprsnn. nrcjof of such service
copy of your answer to tne coniesianii
all of Roy.N M
contestant's
said
m,,at.
the
fiither
ha
in person, proof of such service must
mrv
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
UAMfcJW
written acknowledgment of his receipt
Paz Valverde, Register U,e either the said contestánt's written
Department of the Interior,
acknowledgment of his receipt oi me
of thannnv. showing the date of its
M,
N
Clayton
at
person
Office
tne
Land
oi
affidavit
US
copy, showing the date of its receipt,
receipt, or the
Publication
For
Oct. 7th 1014,
stat
made
Notice
was
delivery
hv whom the
or the affidavit of the person by whom
. 'Mr.t.if.ft is herebv eriven that Anita G. ic,. ,v,Q onri whfire the copy was de- tua
AaUvawJ was made- -statin?r, when
WiJtO WV
Gallegos
Interior,
Anita
the
mall,
formerly,
Department of
Casados,
and where the copy was delivered; if
livered: If made by registered
.
J
I
on
M
who
N.M
N
noiiorroa
Ü. S. Land Office at Clayton,
ui
musi consist
nrr.of nf such service
made by registered mail, proof of
.
.
.
person Dy wuum
,nal HE No. 013271 for NJ NEJ h affidavit of the
1914.
such service must consist of the
Sept' 15th
Section 20
ctfi.-Nrand NEl-Sand
when
whom the copy
stating
the copy was mailed
is hereby given that Louis davit of the person by
M P,
N
E,
31
maueu,
N.
17
Ranee
was
Tm.
.
rnnia M M. who.' on was mailed statin?w when and the post- the postoffice to which it
vJJ
X CHIC
filed notice of intention and this affidavit must be accompa
10, madeHE Serial No. office to which it was mailed, and this
9 91 1908
to make three year proof, to establish nied by the postmaster's receipt for w..f ninfa
ior affidavit must be accompanied by the
UOIUO Vil. '
' claim to the land above aescriDeu,
letter.
the letter.
Muí nrf NW. Sec. 24, Twp. I N. postmaster's receipt for the
F.lvira G Stanton U S Commission
answer
your
You should state in
ok v m M. P..
- Meridian has,
You should state in your answer n
M, on
lAttUK" u N
Mosquero
at
e
wnicn
to
er at his oflce
tVia
the name of the
omn nf thfl nostofflce to wnicn i. j
oí inienuon w mttn.e
Mliv
Uleu
uuiio
Nov.
m4.
the 21st day of
you desire future notices to be sent to five year prooi, vo estauuau vmnu i yUU ucano
niaimnnt names a3 witnesses,
.
you
you.
the land above descnoea, Deiore r.
Eugenio B Gallegos Abran Casados
Paz Valverde,
nis
c
fínmmiasioner.
ai
tt
Register.
PazValverde,
j
N M
rosici
Gallegos
of
Casados
Register.
JacoboL
day of
17, 1914 office at Roy, N. M. on the 26th
nf Toeran N M Date of 1st publication,, Oct.
;
Date of 1st publication
i í
PazValverde
It II M
" n j tIr i I Oct. 1014
"t
3, 19H
Oct.
'
2nd
Claimant names as witnesses.
Register,
" 31,
a a 3cl
4
7
10, 1914.
. ..
3rd
7
'
Nov.
Frank Wahihausen
ith
r.i arke R Rush
XT, 11.
4th
it
of Mills
.
5th
Axel oarwon
W S Morris
Notice For Publication.
All of Roy, N, M.
. Paz Valverde,
Department of the Interior,
Carrizo
on
ranch
acre'
Rfifister.
920
4
,26
TJ. S. Land Office atuiayton, in. m.
PippV. 18 miles east of Roy
Oct. 9 1S14.
100
way.
11 the
Nntipe is hereby eiven that John B
ins
Notice For Publication.
auvv man
vi
Hie mifn
1,
'07
on Aug
flp.res subiectto irrigation, am Russel of Mills NM who
013702
for NEJ
no
Serial
HE
Department of the Interior,
rio fiimr.lv of water from springs mA
o
Twn20N
Rn?
c
- 2bK
V
4Vega'
U S. Land umce ai vjiuywu, .
on land 75 acres natural
m u P. Meridian, has filed notice oi
SeDt. 15 . 1914.
land 600 acres good range intention to make final three year proof
8l Sons. ÉPropr.
C. E Anderton
Notice" IS nereoy giveu mot,
. .
.
I
-- J .IvAffA
it
...
.
nn AA I
for
auuvo
íanu
me
tf
timber
she;
trw cQtnhlish
c
10
and
a
aim
breaks
wnoonji--uVkJ
with
Well Equipped wnn rower macmnery
Dickson of Mills.N.M.
.... came
A
nit
u.
s
ill.
Foster,
H.
F.
before
described,
rautu.
HE Serial No. 097S7, ior
for all kinds of Sfiop worK
ter- - An ideal little
mad
commissioner at Roy, N.M
and
T will sell this ranch for $9.00
Lots
General Blacksmithing,
Rng . 2
on the 24 day of Nov. 1914.
SWiSac.7,Twp.52N
$25.00
worth
well
Automobile Work.
per acre. It is
ri aim ant names as witnesses:
Meridian, ñas mea no- NMP.
balance
cash
500.00
$5.
a.p.rft.
nor
a. u. joraan tice of intention to make Three Year Wagon and Carriage Work
W. A. De Force
if
mortage
Higglns Philip
bv
red
Wilkins
- John
n octaKHsVl f ln.lm tO the land
JUHUUto uv
a Specialty.
interested
m.
N.
Mills
are
you
of
H,
Fos
all
F.
before
dflacribed.
.
If
ohnvfi
desired.
Paz Valverde,
ter. Ü. S. Commissioner, at Roy, N, Horse Shoeing, Pump and Pipe- in this bargain call on or address
Register.
wew
M. on the 3rd day of Nov,,
Fitting. Jtsana-sawan- a
Fianer
Jess Malauff,
witnesses,
as
names
Claimant
theSpamsn
at
call
Work.
Mexico. Or
with
...... tha Goat
W L Brockman
EM Brockman
All Work Guarantied,
UVnk
Office.
the
American
Henry Lebert
"Tie only a....goat," murmured
O
White
F
vn
otrancA
i.i.
AH of Mills NM
tne
retorted
mvwiu r . v
man,"
"
a
butt
'Tls
farm.
paring
Paz Valverde,
There is nothing more
they goat, a? it went at it in a nusinesa
fretting;
Register ;
and
4
than worrying
Baltimore American.
the
on
even
fingermarks
leave ugly
fairest face.
.

.S. Durrin,
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AIL FROM THE APPLE

A BIG CORN CROP

I
'OCTOBER

f

HEALTHY

ESTIMATES INDICATES'

APPETIZING

AND

C.

21,000,000

.

All

II

C"

..!..

A

The Kind You Have

s

With Sponge Paste For
Dried Apple Cake.

in tobacco, inprospects
creasing the
of that crop
over the forecast in September by
92,000,000 pounds, were the features of
the Department of Agriculture's October crop report.
7
An Increase of 11,000,000 bushels in
the potato crop, 21,000,000 bushels in
the oats crop and 10,000,000 bushels
in' the apple crop also were fore.
casted.
Spring wheat showed a slight decrease, being 4,000,000 bushels under
the September forecast, yet the combined crop of winter wheat and spring
wheat makes this year's harvest of
that grain a record one.
'"
The estimate follows:
Spring wheat, 217,000,000 bushels
All wheat, 892,000,000 bushels.
Corn, 2,676,000,000 bushels.
Oats, 1,137,000,000 bushels.
Barley, 197,000,000 bushels.
B.uckwheat, 17,000,000 bushels.
White potatoes, ,382,000,000 busheli
Sweet potatoes, 55,000,000 bushels.
Tobacco, 954,000,000 pounds.
Flax, 17,000,000 bushels.
Rice, 24,000,000 bushels.
Other details announced were:
Spring wheat, indicated, acre yieia,
12.1 bushels.
Corn Condition. 72.9 per cent;
yield, 25.5 bushel3.
Oats Yield, 29.6 bushels.
Barley Yield, 26.1 bushels.
per
82.3
Buckwheat Condition,
cent; yield, 21.3 bushels.
White Potatoes Condition, 78 per
cent: yield, 103.3 bushels.
Sweet Potatoes Condition, 80.7 per
cent: yield. 94 bushels,
Tobacco-vConditi81.8 per cent;
yieia, 8Z1.3 pounos.
Flax Condition, 77.4 per cent;
yield. 8.7 bushels.
Rice Condition, 88 per cent; yield.
34.5 bushels.
Hay Yield, 1.42 tons.
s Apples Condition, 69.1 per cent.
The condition and estimated total
nrndurtinn Mn thousands based on
condition, figured on the various
crops, with the preliminary forecasts
of production (in thousands of bush
aIhI nf oats and snrine wheat, fol
lows;
flnndi- - Pro
-'

once with hot toasted raisins In each
glass.
Cider Jelly. Heat one quart of
sweet cider and two cupfuls grana- ated sugar to the boiling point Add
two tablespoonfuls gelatin which has.
been softened with a little cold cider.
Strain and turn into a wet mold. Cool
and set on ice till needed. Serve with
whipped cream.
Cider Frappe. Boll together for 15
cupminutes one quart cider, one-haful brown sugar, six each of whole
cloves, allspice and cassia buds.
Strain and let stand until cool. Put
in freezer and pack with ice and salt
n proportion of two parts ice to one
of salt Freeze about fifteen minutes.
Remove dasher and pack. Serve in

;iiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiHi;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiniiii
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tion duction

Vohraolra

.

.

Kansas

Texas
Oklahoma

42

i

Arkansas .
PflTATDES
Iowa
Nebraska .
i
Colorado
California
...
North Dakota
South Dakota
Montana
OATS.

'

Iowa

Nohruka

71
72
80
84

13,600

79
78
69

7,500
2,800
2,700

9.000

10,000
9,400

Total pro
due
Acre
vield. tlon

.

North Tlnkota.
Smith Dakota.

65

75.000
177.400
107.200
125,400
56,600
42,200

...

33.0
28.0
27.5
52.0
33.0

Kansas
SPRTHfi WHEAT. '
,..
,10.5
Minnesota.
11.4
North Dakota
9.3
South Dakota
20.0
Washington

162,657
64.904
44,165

--

Promotes
Opium

brown.
Dried Applo Cake.
,

two cup-

Soak
fuls of dried or evaporated apples in
cold water overnight. Chop them, add
two cupfuls of molasses and stew for
one hour. When cold add one cupful
eggs,
of shortening,- three
cupful
one
of
one cupful of currants,
teaspoonful
cin
one
raisins,
seedless
namon, half teaspoonful cloves, half
nutmeg, grated, and three cupfuls of
flour, into which has been sifted, one
heaping teaspoonful of soda. Add suf
ficient sour milk to make the batter
Bake in
of the right consistency.
deep tins in a moderate oven from
two to four hours.
Apple Sauce Cake. Rub together
two cupfuls sugar and half cupful
shortening. Add three cupfuls apple
sauce into which has been stirred two
teaspoonfuls of saleratus. Season with
two teaspoonfuls of ' cinnamon, one
teaspoonful of cloves and one of all
spice. . Add three cupfuls of flour.
Bake In shallow cake tins and serve
hot as a pudding with lemon sauce
or nicely flavored whipped cream.
-

69,235
42,273
83.049
32,466
21.56C

m

mm

m

neither
Mineral
.Morphine nor

S'td
.
fíhtUSKt

Pumpkin

Mx.Smn

--

Anüi Sud
ftpptrmint -fiiCorUnmUSiU
tiirm Sed .
Clanfird Su jar
Winkrfrttn

13

CO

In

fatr.

Use

A perfect Remedy for Constipation , Sour Stomach.Diarrhoea,
Worms .Convulsions. Fever i
nd

For Over

LOSS OF SLEEP

.

raro, sum

and quarter ten tart apples. Add
sugar and lemon juice and bake until
tender. Scald one quart of rich milk
and cream. When cold add to the
baked apples and freeze.
Apples With Sponae Paste (Scotch).
Sift together five tablespoonfuls of
flour and one scant teaspoonful or
baking powder. Rub four ounces of
butter Into the flour. Beat up one egg
with three tablespoonfuls of sugar.
Add to the flour with half cupful of
milk and flavoring to taste. Put a
layer of prepared apples in a baking
pan, pour the paste over the apples
and bake in a moderate ovea for half
an hour. Sift powdered sugar over it;
serve with cream.
Meringued Apples. Prepare apples
as for baking. Cook till tender, but
not broken. Fill the centers with ap
ple jelly or marmalade and coat each
apple with a meringue made of the
whites of two eggs and two table- BDoonfuls ' of suear. flavored with
lemon. Place in a quick oven to

ns

Fttipt tfQld DrSAlWELJPmtEJt

ft

Ml

ice wream.

Digcstion,Checrful-ncssandRest.Conlai-

Not Narcotic

t

sherbet cups.
HaKea-appi- e

Bears the
Signature

i.'.'n

Facsimile

Signature of

SI
The

Thirty Years

Centaur Company,

NEW YORK.
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Guaranteed under the FoodaM
Exact Copy of Wrapper.

IMNV.

c
Not for Him.

"There ia a comet that is visible to
the naked eye at four o'clock in the

NIW TOOK 01 TV

Your Liver
Is Clogged Up

morning."
"I shall never see it. I am not such That's Why You're Tired-O- ut
of Sort!
a gink as to get up that early and my
Have No Appetite.
wife will never let me remain out that CARTER'S LITTLE,
late."
LIVER PILLS
!0rTrrtipf
will put you right
At the Movies.
in a iew days. v
itti r i
Tess Why were you weeping in
They do.
IVER
I
the picture show? '
llBine I
their duty.
Jess It was a moving picture.
CureCon- V-Wr
Judge.
, .
' r
'

jn

f

W
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Biliousness, Indigestion and bicK tieaoacna

Constipation causes and aggravates many
serious diseases. It is thoroughly cured by
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets. The favorite
family laxative.

SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.

'

Genuine must bear Signature

Adv.

well-beate- n

Many a man is so exclusive that he
isn't even on speaking terms with
his conscience.
111

i CV
Oí Al
II

Don't be misled. Ask for Red Cross
Bag Blue. Makes beautiful white clothes.
At all good grocers. Adv.
And too much learning is also a

'

dangerous thing.

Peach

LOSSES SURELY PREVENTED
br Cutter' Blackleg Pills.
Low-j4-

priced, fresh, reliable; preferred by
Western stockmen because they pre-- b
teet where other vaoclnei tall.
ymm
m,
Write for booklet nd teatlmoniaU.
pkge. Blackleg Pllli $1.00
m
pkge. Blackleg Pills 4.00
Use any Injector, but Cutter's best
The superiority of Cutter products Is due to oyer II
years of specializing ln vaeelnes and serums only.
Insist on Cutter's.
If unobtainable, order direct
THE CUTTER LABORATORY. Berkeley. Calltorala,

II

I, I

'
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GRANULATED
ITCHING LIDS

the canal of life but it becomes a
Bewer if clogged up. All life consists of building up and tearing
down and just m the same manner that the blood carries to the
various parts of the body the food that the cells need for building
up, bo it is compelled to carry away the waste material that's torn
down. Jhese waste materials are poisonous and destroy us unless
the liver and kidneys are stimulated into refreshed and vigorous life.

Dessert

Peach pudding is a very popular
dish with the1 peach lover. Fill pud
ding dish with whole peeled peaches
and pour over them two cupfuls 'of
water; cover closely and bake until
peaches are tender; drain juice and
let stand until cool. Add to Juice one
pint of sweet milk, four
eggs, a small cupful of flour with one
teaspoonful of baking powder mixed
thoroughly in it; one cupful of sugar,
one tablespoonful of melted butter and
a little salt Beat well, pour over
peaches. Bake until brown.

W.

Many a man walks around and runs
a risk at the same time.

.71,296

Alaska Produces $19,413,094.
Wáshington. Alaska's mineral out
put last year had a value of. $19,413,'
094. the Geological Survey announced.
Of this amount the gold, production
was valued at $15,626,813. The tota
value X)f the gold production up to the
close of 1913 was $228,392,540. In add
tioñ nearly $17,000,000 worth of silvG
had been produced in Alaska.
,

ALCOHOL- -3 PER CENT
ÁVegetable Preparation for As
similating iheFooctandReéula-lin- g
the Stomachs and Bowels of

lf

;

76
. 87
52
66

Always Bought

'

great improvement

nalrnta

For Infants and Children.
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Mulled Cider. To one quart of
sweet cider, add one teaspoonful
Western Newspaper Union New Service. .
mixed whole spices. Boil Ave minutes
Washington.
Greater corn crop and strain. Beat three eggs thorough- prospects by 78,000,000 bushels and y, add to the hot cider and serve at

fiAiith

0)

ARE

Mulled Cider, Cider Jelly and Cider

Bushels, Apples 10,000,000 and Potatoes 11,000,000 Bushels Other
Crops Make Gain.

cr3

THESE PREPARATIONS.

AN INCREASE OF 78,000,000
BUSHELS.

Oatt Crop Shows Gain of

IVU

1

DIL PIERCE'S Golden Medical Discovery
is the balancing power a vitalizing power. It acta on the stomach
and organs of digestion and nutrition on the purifying filters which
clean the blood. Thus fresh vitalized blood feeds the nerves, heart
and brain. This well known alterative relieves catarrh of the stomach and
teadaches accompanying same, and has been successful for more than a gen-

r.
eration as a tonic and
It builds up the rundown system. You
need it if vou are always "catchintr cold" or have catarrh of the nose and
are
throat The active medicinal principles of American-Native-root- S
extracted without alcohol and you can obtain this
tonic id liquid or tablet form at any drug store or
stamps for trial box of tablets.
end 50 cents in
body-builde-

well-beate- n

,
N

..

dn-cefamp to pay cost of mailing and
Wrapping for frot copy of Tho Common Sn Mudical
cloth bound, J OOO
Ji. V.
Aivift, by Dr. Dr,
R. V. ftem, Buffalo, N. Y,
Addrtu

StndSl

ta.

Pit,

-
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The Roy Cafe
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Notice For Publication

The Roy
Restaurant

Department of the interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
Mrs Ida E, Wateon, Prop.
'
Sept. 291914.
i
is
given
hereby
that Willis
Notice
IJirst Glass Meals, Good Rooms,
M.who on Feb.
H Guthmanof Roy
Emilia Romero Proprietors
Competent Service.
13 1908,12-23-1- 0
made HE Serial 06331
Great-Wester- n
Add'l 012609 forNi-SE- i,
Block
Sec. 21 and W1 SW1
J
Good Meals. 25 cts
Roy, N. M.
Townshipl
22,
North Range 26 E
Sec
We eed you well and treat vou right N. M. P. Meridian, ha3 filed notice
Across from the Bank, Roy,N.M. of intention to make final Five year
Car-loa- d
of potatoes just reproof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before F H Foster,
ceived, the best in town, get" our
U.S. Commissioner at his office at Roy
prices before buying. Goodman
Publication
Notice For
New Mexico on the 14 day of Nov..

JÍ0T7CE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department

of the Interior.
U.S.Land Offtee at Clayton, N. It 0
Sept. 8, 1914 Notice U heredv given '
that Duglass P. Moore of Roy, New
-

iuexico, wno, on ucc om, íw, maae
Homestead entry serial No, 05591
012484 for SWJ'and Nwl
and
Sec. 23, Twp. 21 N Rng. 27E. .N.M.IV
Meridian has
filed notice of intention to make
fl
Year Proof, to establish claim
.
to the land above described, before
F. H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at'
his office, at Roy, N. M., on the If c
1914.'
day of Oct.
'
Claimant names as witnesses.
1914.
Hugh Mitchell
J. H. Mitchell
.,,
?
f Department of the Interior,
Claimant names as witnesses,
C. C. Nugeri
J. W.woodard
U, S. Laud office at Clayton,1 NM.
"H. Goodman
Irvin Ogden Sr
all of Roy New Mexico,
Oct. 12 1914.
Jas', to, Haum
H. M. West
Paz Valverde
Notice is hereby" given that David
2
all of Roy N. M.
7
Register.
M Valdez of Albert N. M. who, on
Paz Valverde,
Aug. 2, Ml, made' HE Serial No.
11-- 7
0
Register.
013(506 for NEJ&SE1 Sec. 12 Twp 21 N.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Range 28 É. N. M. P. Meridian has Notice
filed notice of intention to make final
Department of. the Interior,
three year proof, to establish claim to Department of the Interior,'
the land above described before W.H.
U. S.'Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
U, S. Land Office at Clayton,' N. M.
Willcox U. S. Commissioner, at,
Sept 29, 1914
Sept. 8 1914.
his office at Roy,NrM. on the 25 day Notice is hereby given that Joseph J Notice
is hereby given that John h.
of Nov. 1914.
&10-- 5
Cox of Roy N.M. who on
Mitchell of Rov, N M who on
Claimant names as witnesses: 19ll,made HE-N013453 and Add'l made HE No'. 05590 .for NEJ Sec 27
F.
Jose Chavez
Alferino De Herrera 013899' for
J
Twp. 21 N, Range 27 E. N. M. P
Eduardo S,andoval Emilio A. Chavez NWi-SW- j
Sec; 5
and
Meridian, has filed notice of inAll of Albert N M.
Sec. 6 , Twp 19 N Range
tention to make Five Year Proof, to
27E. N, m.'p. Meridian, has filed notice establish claim "to the land above
Paz Valverde,
of intention to make final three year described, before U. S. Commissioner
7
4
Register,
proof, to establish claim to the land F. H. Foster, at Roy, N. M., on the
above described, before F. H. Foster, 24th day of Oct. 1914.
Notice For.
U. S. Commissioner, at his office at
Claimant names as witnesses:
Roy, N. M. on the 13th day of Nov. J M Elder
;
Ollie L Justice
Depatment of the Interior,
1914.
Woodard
W
DP Moore
J
U.S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M. '
Claimant names as witnesses:
all of Roy, N. M.
Oct.12, 1914.
S
Ogden
Paz Valverde,
Al. Hanson
Sr
Notice is hereby given that Modes- Irvin
10-Register
B F Cole
P M Hooper
to Lucero of ,Roy, N,M, who on
Sl-SE-

;

Call and seé our new line of
fall and winter ladies and Misses

cloaks. Tlie,y are worth examining' whether you purchase or not.
Goodman's.

Department of the Interior.

at Clayton, N. M.

Oct. 7 191 Í.
To William If. McKinney of parts
unknownContestee:
You are Iierebvjotifiec(that Lebn-de- r
P. Armstrong who gives Roy,
New .Mexico, as his postoffice address,
file in
did on July 20th. 1914
.
duly
apcorroborated
this office his
plication to contest and secure the
cancellation of your homestead, Entry
Serial Number made May 11th. 1908,
J
for the SE i and SJSW
21
Township
35,
SE, NWJ Section
M.
P.
North Range 26 E a s t , N.
.Meridian, and as, grounds for his
'
contest he alleges that said William
P. McKinney has wholly failedto comply with the law under which "he is seeking title; and that he has wholly
said entry that he has
i abandoned
' failed to reside upon cultivate or improve the same; that the above mentioned defects exist and have existed
for more than two years last past and
up to the date hereof.
You are, therefore, further notified
that the said allegations will be taken
by this office as having been confessed
by you, and your said entry will be
canceled thereunder without further
right to be heard therein, either before this office or on appeal, if you
fail to file in this office within twenty
days after the FOURTH publication
of this notice, as shown below, your
answer, under oath, specifically meeting and responding to these allegations óf contest, or if you fail within
that time to file in this office due proof
that you have served a copy of your
answer on the said contestant either
in person or by registered 'mail.
service is made by the delivery of
a copy of your answer to the contestant in person, proof of such service
must be either the said contestant's
written acknowledgment of his receipt
of the copy, showing the date of its
receipt, or the affidavit of the person
by whom the delivery was made seating when and where the copy was delivered; if made;. by registered mail,
proof of such service must consist of
the affidavit of the person by whom
the copy was mailed stating when and
the postoffice Ui which it was mailed,
and this affidavit must be accompanied
'
by the postmaster's receipt for the

....'.'..
-

NEJ-SW-

,

9--

10-1-

10-8-0- 7,

Ni-NW-

10-3-

SWJ-NW-

J,,

11-1-

Re-Publicati-

9--

made HE Serial No. 09312 for
NEi-NEjSec; 23 NJ
20
24
N
Twp
Rng 28E
Sec
NWi
filed
notice of intention
NMPM, has
to make Final Five-yeaproof to establish claim to the land above described, before W. H. willcox; 'U S Com"
""" ;'
missioner at Roy N. M'.""
on the 25th day of Nov.' 1914.
'
Claimant names as witnesses,
Luis GonzalesFelix Gonzales
Fidel Gonzales
Noe Lucero
all of Albert, N, M,
Paz Valverde,
Register.

All of Roy

7

1914.

Notice is hereby given that Refigio
Ñ Church formerly Mestas of Solano

N.M. who on

made HE No.
J
Serial 07006 for' NJ SEJ
SE-NSection 26
v'
NE-SW-

Twp 18 N. Range 26 E. N. M. P
MerictiaD. has filed notice of intention
to make Five Year Proof , to establish

U. S. Land Office at Clayton, .New
Department
Interior,
Sept. 8th., 1914..
Mexico.
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M, Notice is hereby given that Lillian
;
Sept. 29, 1914.
Griner ' of Roy NM. who on
Notice is hereby given that
John made HE Serial No, 08737 for
Baker of Roy, New Mexico, who on
and
Section 28
Feb. 19; 1908 June 5,1913 made HE. Twp 21N. Rng 25E. N.M.P
06385 and Add'l 016023 for the NEJ
notice
Meridian, has filed
of
and NWi Sec. 21, Twp.20N, Rng. 27 E intention to make Five year Proof, to
xt if n if ..:J!
establish claim to the land above deshas filed notice of iLtention cribed, before F. H. Foster, U. S. '
to make final three year proof, to estab Commissioner, at his office at Roy,
lish claim to the land above described, N. M. on the 23 day of October
'
before F . H; Foster. U S. Commis- 1914.
.
sioner at his office at Roy N. M. on
Claimant names as witnesses:
the 13th day of Nov. 1914.
E F Ivey
TO Scott
Claimant names as witnesses;
Vivía Grinerr
Minnie Griner,
Wm Bowman
R W Boulware '
All of Roy, N. M.
Clarence O Hoskins
J W Johnson
Paz Valverde,
all of Roy, N, M.
7
Register.
'
',
Paz Valverde
11-Register.
.

-

Department of the Interior.
U. S. Land Office at Clayton,. N. M.,

25494

fore

'

.

'

Department of the Interior.

v

Notice for Publication.
5,

Notice for Publication

of-th- e

.

Oct.

7

Notice For Publication

r

--

11--

10-1- 0

1"

N. M.

Paz Valverde,
'
Register.

-,

SEl-SElSec.-

E-S-

Ei

.

10-1-

9--

'

10-1- 0

7;

Notice for Publication
unTuciunane otate ot mina.
"To have a grudge against every-.bod- y
or even against '"nearly everybody, is a most suspicious frame of Department of Interior.
mind to be in."
U. S. Land Office at Clayton N.

claim to the land above described, be
U. S. Commissioner D S.
Durrin at his office, at SolanoN. M.
'on the 20th day of Nov. 1914.
Claimant names as witnesses:.
Evil In Yielding to Temper.
Dioñicio Lucero
Pedro Nárbaez
Temper is the greatest enemy to a
Nieves Madrid natural healthy life. It affects the seLeopoldo Andrada
creting glands, changing healthy fluids
all of SolanoN. M.
into poisons, and shows Itself plainly
' Paz .Valverde,
,
not only in impaired vitality, but even
in the face in feature and complexion
Register,
alike.
Cattle in Brazil.
'
t
letter.
While there are no reliable statistics
No Substitute.
You should state in your answer of the pastoral industry in Brazil, it is
substitute 'ior thoroughno
the
is
to
There
postoffice
which estimated that there are 30,000,000 catthe name of
and sincere earnestgoing,
ardent
you desire future notices to be sent to tle in the country.
'
ness.- Dickens.
; '
;
you.
Register.
Paz Valverde,
The Capable Woman.
17 1914
Oct
1st
publication,
of
Date
Poor Cuslr.c-- a.
woman . will always
capable
The
(
24, "
" 2d
have a baby' to nurse, ' and ,the baby ' The gain which is made. at the exr
i
"
31
3d
James penBe of character Bhculd bo set down
will be her husband.
u
Nov 7
4th
as loss. Publilius Syruo.
y
Stephens.
.'.

10-1-

9--

For Publication!

Notice of Contest.

U. S. Land Office

.

M

Sept. 8 1914.
Notice is hereby given that Clarence
0. Hoskins
who on October
of Roy, N. M.
1st 1909, made HE Ser. No 09311, for.
SE. Sec, 141 wp, 20N Rng27E NM P. M.
has filed notice of "intention to make
Three Year Proof to establish claim to
the land above described, before F, H
Foster, U.S. Commissioner at Roy,
N. M. on the 24 th day of Oct, 1914.
.

-

Claimant names as witnesses:
W. Boulware'
Benjamin Sturgis

R. W. Mitchell
Harvey Hickle

R."

Air of
.

.

N. M. .
Paz Valverde,
Register.

Roy,

'
--

.

.

THE SPANIfiHiAMEEIOAK.
'

SASH MAKES COSTUME

WHAT IT COSTS TO FILL ORDINARY SILO

Simple Dress for Fall Wear.

PRETTY NOVELTY THAT IS JUST
NOW MUCH IN VOGUE.
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Cutter at Work, Showing Connection With Engine.
changes his team for an empty wagon
and goes back to the field after another load. When a wagon is unloaded
it is run out of the way by hand. With
this method, boys who are not strong
enough to handle the green corn, can
be utilized to drive the teams. This
method requires a crew of six men
and two boys, exclusive of the engine
'
tender.
(3) When enough horses are available and help is scarce, the following
arrangement of men and teams is a
good one.
One , man, with three
horses, runs the harvester in the field;
four men with, teams haul the corn to
the silo; one man feeds and one
spreads the corn in the silo.
Low
trucks or wagons with racks suspended below the axles should be used, so
that the teamsters can put on their
own loads. This requires a crew of
seven men, besides the engineer.

(Prepared by th United States Department of Agriculture.)
Once a year the farmer has to fill
hlB silo. The operation ia outside of
the regular routine of farm "ife, and
unless considerable thought is given
the matter beforehand, It is likely to
.

prove unnecessarily expensivé. Information collected by Investigators In
the United States department of agriculture will, therefore, prove usfeful
to farmers who have not worked out
for themselves the most economical
system.
:.
Because the silo has been In use for
same years in these states, the investigators selected Wisconsin and Michigan for. their work. Cost records on
31 farms were carefully kept, revealing a wide divergence in the cost of labor per ton of filling the silo. It was
found, for example, that one farmer
did this for 46 cents, while another
had to spend 86 cents. The average
'
cost was 64 cents.
The cost of labor varies considerably, and in order to ascertain the most
satisfactory method, the investigators
adopted for their comparisons a uniform rate of 15 cents an hour for men
and the same rate for a team of two
Engine hire, including the
torses.
engineer, was placed at $4.50 per day,
coal at $5 per ton and gasoline at 13
cents a gallon. Ten hours were considered a day's work. .While these
figures cannot of course be considered as absolute, they afford a convenient basis for the individual farmer's
calculation of the expense of filling
his silo.
The various methods employed on the farms that w.ere investigated were classified in three
groups.
(1) The most common practice was
to have one man with three horses on
a corn harvester cutting corn in the
field; two men to load the wagons in
the field; three or four men with
teams, depending on the distance from
the field to the silo, to haul the corn
to the cutter; one man to run the engine when steam was used for power,
and, occasionally, when gasoline engines were used, one man to feed the
cutter and one man in the silo to
spread and tramp the silage.' Each
teamster pitched off his own load.
This makes a crew of. eight or nine
men, exclusive of the man who tends
the engine. (2) In cases where there is a shortage of teams the following method is
generally ; practiced. One man, with
three, horses, cuts the corn; two men
load the wagons in the field ; two men,
br boys, with teams, haul the corn to
the cutter; one man unloads the
wagons; one man feeds and xone man
works in the 6ilo. As soon as a load
irrites at the cutter the teamster
.
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Total number of men..
Number of teams hauling
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Model by Carere of Pari3 is of gray
corduroy with plaited striped silk.

silk or
quire two breadths of
variety. It has a
one of yard-wid- e
vertical gathered heading at the center, back where the dress fastens, and
the gathers must be tucked invisibly
in place about the figure. Thi3
care to avoid a too studied appearance of precision. The bow is
large and arranged at the lower edge
.
in back.
The lace tunic is long and full and
finished with plaited chiffon ruffling.
The underskirt is of chiffon with ruffles of itself. Washington Star.
19-inc- h

KEEPING THE SKIN BEAUTIFUL
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Correct Living and Proper Amount of
Exercise Are Better Than Any
Purchased, Cosmetic.
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The relative merits of these' methods depend upon the conditions prevailing on each farm. The best method is that in which the working force
is most evenly balanced, that is, where
all are working continuously. In the
majority of cases in which the cost
rose to an unduly high figure, a poor
arrangement of the help was found
to be chiefly responsible for the extra
expense. It is not necessary to rush
men and teams to their fullest extent
in order to get the work done cheaply.
If all are working continuously and
no one hindered by the others, economy will result.
The details of this investigation
have been published as Farmers Bulletin No. 292 under the title of "Cost
of Filling Silos." As long as the department's Eupply lasts this bulletin
will be sent free on -- equest to the
Division of Publications, United States
Department of Agriculture, Washington, D.'C- Further information in regard to the construction of 6ilos, the
feeding of silage to farm animals and
kindred subjects is contained in Farm'
ers' Bulletin No. 32, "Silos and Silage,''
and Farmers' Bulletins Nos. 292, 55Í
578.
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Operating binder ...... 1
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Loading wagons
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Driving teams
Unloading wagons
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Kind oí Work.

!

A very pretty Parisian novelty, to be
especially noted since the yogue of the
cuirassier bodice has come into its
own. again, la the bayadere sash,
swathed 'and draped over the hips In
eastern fashion. Often a quite simple
and unassuming lingerie frock can be
made quite smart and much more interesting through the use of such a
sash in taffeta or satin in some brilliant hue.'
The continued warm weather brings
out many delightfully fashioned frocks
at tea time and in the evening, and
probably the most notable features in
all of them are1 these new sash effects
and the variety of materials used in
one design. The different fabrics now
introduced in the same costumo when
mingled successfully produce a very
original and personal toilet.
Take, for instance, the delightful
frock of the sketch, which was recently seen at a private reception. In it
are combined
chiffon,
yellow alencon lace, and amethyst velvet ribbon and taffeta.
blouse cut rather
The
low about the neck is made over a
white net foundation. It fastens down

.
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Will Do Much Toward Brightening a
Simple and Unassuming Frock-Taf- feta
or Satin of Brilliant Hue Used.
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Manv eirls who have bad complex
ions must blame themselves. However,
the are ways to overcome the mistakes
they have probably unwittingly made.
To gain a clear complexion follow
these rules: Take a daily bath, exercise for an hour in the open air every
day, drink at least three pints of water
daily; secure sufficient sleep; eat a
great deal of green vegetables and
fresh fruits and rub the face over, Just
before washing it, with two
of flower of sulphur mixed
in half a pint of new milk. This mixture should stand a little while before
it is used on the face.
A bad taste in the mouth and an impure breath is an unmistakable sign of
Novel Sash Arrangement.
some disorder. This can be caused by
spiced foods, alcothe center front and the neck is fin- overeating, highly and decayed teeth.
stimulants
holic
ished with a finely plaited ruffling of
should be cor-the chiffon. The back is trimmed with Any of the conditions
a lace plastron, hung in collar effect rected at once.

1

table-spoonfu-

ls

-

'

from the shoulders and partly veiling
the amethyst velvet ribbons' that cross
over the back of the blouse. Similar
ribbons are crossed over the front and
are tied in small 'knots with the back
ones just over the shoulders. In front
plastron is cut in half
another-lacand hung from the shoulders with a
little gathering on either side, thus
portion of the
veiling, as irr back,-ribbons.
crossed velvet
Then comes the bayadere ceinture.
This is of amethyst taffeta and will re- e

a

Long, Tight Sleeves.

sleeves o! transwell over the
reaching
parent stuff,
arm closely
fitting
the
and
wrists
are a feature of new afternoon frocks
for more formal wear. If 6uch sleeves
are built of black or white indestructible voile instead of chiffon, they will
prove much more satisfactory. Indestructible voile is of cobwebby sheer-nesbut its weave ia remarkably
sturdy.
Long,

close-fittin-
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Peaceful

Valley

Peaceful Valley, 7 miles East
of Mills, and the surrounding
country is begining to feel
Watchful waiting wins".

.

(0

forage crops, wheat
fields and" even fine uielens. We!
almost cease longing,, for the!
East and sit up And lake notice of j
notice of our own New Mexico.

Great

.
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A big white frost these nights
remind us that the melancholy
days are near, with rushing winds
sending the tum bling weeds hither and thither, racing like some
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New Fall Stock now on display

Mrs. B. C. Jordan has returned from Roy much benefited
by treatment of Dr.. Self.
Mr. Geo'. Cockerill has rented
T.' Blankenship's farm for next

Gall and see our line of

.

year.

.

The Schools of Roy have:taken
fsom our valley our good friends
Prof, and Mrs. Russel. We trust
our loss will be their gain and
yet we are sad to see vacant
houses and farmes.
,

Phil Hi ggins. and wife hope, to
stay permanently on their farm
if health will permit.
A.' C. Mace one of the early settlers of Peaceful Valley left Oct.
12 th to spend the winder with his
children in West Virginia.
Mrs. Owen Brand and children
are holding the claim during the
temporary absence of Mr. Brand

The M'mes Lee and herbert
Davis will entertain their friends
the evening of Oct, 24th, it being their 20th birthday.

Ladies' and Misses' CI
Men's and Young Men's Suits
New Stock of Dry Goods
We are now in a position to fill orders for
all kinds of lumber and building material.

Goodlinniaini

Goo

B. C. Jordan is filling his silo,
let the good work spread, it means,
bacon and fat cattle by and by.
,
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Luther Fry had Dr.

Bartholo-

mew of Mills to lance-- painful
rising on his "face. He says he
will soon be all right again.
Mr. Deaton and Dr. arid Mrs.
Bartholomew took a spin through
Peaceful Valley in the interest of
THE ROY
a big flouring mill to be erected
at Mills in the near future.
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. De Force
C. A. ARMOUR, Prop.
made a business trip to Roy New Bath Room and

ROY,

a

Mew

BARBER SHOP

Thursday.

That in the course of one year the balance of
up-t- o

date Fixtures.
A modern Barber Shop.

Heiffers for Sale

Are You Aware?
your watch makes 157,680,000 revolutions.

Think Of ít!

In time the oil gums, causes friction and wears
the delicate bearings, destroying their high finish
and perfect fit, ihus ruining an accurate timepiece
An ordinary machine is oiled daily. Your
watch should be oiled once a year.
Let me examine it. An honest opinion, from
me will cost you nothing.
J. S. ALBERTSON,
I

I have a bunch of nice two and
three year old heifers for sale.
Any one interested call on or
addsess
Otis Blford
Box 792 Tucumcari N. M.
.

T4pd
Can the Better Judge.
Lookers on many times see more
Uian the gamesters. Bacon.

TucumcariHospital
Modern Equipment,

Largest

X-Ra-

y
,

Coil in N. M

Graduate Nurses.

Drs. Noble & Doughty,
TUCUMCARI, : : N. M.
Anything in the wagon and
implement line at Goodma vis.
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